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1. Location of Manuals for Virtual PC for 
Windows  

Issue:  

Virtual PC comes bundled with a number of PDF manuals describing 
 
* Virtual PC Manual.pdf - contains a description of the basic Virtual PC feature up to version 4.2 
* Virtual PC Manual Addendum.pdf - contains a description of new features in Virtual PC 4.3 
* IBM PC-DOS Manual.pdf - detailed technical manual of PC DOS. A hard disk image is included in the 'PC 
DOS' folder on the install CD. The online installer puts it in C:\Program Files\Virtual PC Install\PC DOS by 
default. 

Solution:  

The Virtual PC manuals can be found in electronic format on the Virtual PC install CD in the 
'Documentation' folder or in the C:\Program Files\Virtual PC Install\Documentaion folder by default. 

 
Product: Virtual PC (win) 4.x, 5.x 
Category: General Info Installation Frequently Asked Support Questions 
Article ID: 4781 
Created: 10/16/2002 
Modified: 2/13/2003 

 

2. One or more files reported missing after 
installation  

Issue:  

After installing and launching Virtual PC, the message "One or more files missing" appears and Virtual PC 
will not launch.  

Solution:  

This message indicates that the Virtual PC Application Service did not install correctly. This service can be 
installed manually. 
 
 
Manually Installing the Virtual PC application services driver.  
 
1. From the Start menu, choose Settings and then Control Panel. Open the Add/Remove Hardware 
control panel. Click Next to start the Wizard. 
2. From the hardware wizard, choose Add/Troubleshoot a device and click Next (wait for Windows to 
search for devices). Select Add a new device at the top of the list and click Next.  
3. Select No, I want to select the hardware from a list and click Next.  
4. Select System devices from the list and click Next.  
5. Click Have Disk... and browse to C:\Program Files\Connectix\Connectix Virtual PC\Utility\VPCAppSv.  
6. Select the VPCAppSv.inf file in the C:\Program Files\Connectix\Connectix Virtual PC\Utility\VPCAppSv 
folder. The window should now display Virtual PC Application Services. 
7. Select Virtual PC Application Services and click Next.  
8. Click Next again to install the device.  



 
Product: Virtual PC (win) 5.x 
Category: Frequently Asked Support Questions Error Message 
Article ID: 4859 
Created: 2/25/2003 
Modified: 2/25/2003 

 

3. Poor performance using an IBM OS/2 Warp 
guest  

Issue:  

When running OS/2 Warp as a guest, the guest PC performs very poorly  

Solution:  

To increase IBM OS/2 Warp guest performance: 
 
1. Use a FAT filesystem instead of an HPFS filesystem 
2. Increase the FAT file system cache 
3. enable the "-usehostdiskcache" command line switch when launching Virtual PC.  
 
For example, the new shortcut for a default install would be:  
"C:\Program Files\Connectix\Connectix Virtual PC\Virtual PC.exe" -usehostdiskcache 

 
Product: Virtual PC (win) 5.x 
Category: Performance Frequently Asked Support Questions 
Article ID: 4857 
Created: 2/13/2003 
Modified: 2/13/2003 

 

4. The default refresh rate of Virtual PC for 
Windows fullscreen mode is only 60hz.  

Issue:  

60hz is the default DirectX full screen refresh rate. 

Solution:  

The following information only applies to guest operating systems that support DirectX 5 and 
higher(Windows NT only supports up to DirectX 3). 
 
1.) Click Start, and then click Run. 
2) Type dxdiag, and then click OK. 
3) Select the last tab, "More Help" 
4) Select the "Override" Button 
5) Set the "Override Value" to the desired value settting. 
 
A setting of 75hz or higher(depending on your monitor) is recommended. Full screen mode should now 
display at the refresh rate selected. 



 
If Windows cannot find the dxdiag program, DirectX version 5.0 or earlier is installed on your computer. 
If this is the case, download and install the current version of DirectX. 

 
Product: Virtual PC (win) 4.x 
Category: Frequently Asked Support Questions Performance General Info 
Article ID: 4798 
Created: 10/16/2002 
Modified: 12/11/2002 

 

5. After installing Virtual PC 4.3 in Windows 
98SE and I get the error: "One or more files 
from the Virtual PC installation is missing. 
Please reinstall Virtual PC and try again."  

Issue:  

When I launch the Virtual PC application from a Windows 98SE host, I get the following error message:  
"One or more files from the Virtual PC installation is missing. Please reinstall Virtual PC and try again." 

Solution:  

The Virtual PC Application Services is either not being installed to the correct directory or properly 
recognized by the system. 
 
Check to make sure that the VPCApp.sys, VPCPower.sys are in the system root directory, if they are not, 
locate them on the machine, and move them there. The default system root on Windows 98SE is 
C:\Windows\System32. However, the user can change this during install to another folder. Also, make 
sure and check if the following Registry key is correct, and that is says exactly what is listed below. 
 
Incorrectly modifying the Registry can cause instability in Windows or inability to boot Windows. Please 
backup the Registry before making any modifications. 
 
To edit the Registry, type 'regedit' from the Run command box. Click Start, then Run. 
 
Change the "ImagePath" data value on the key:  
"HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\System\CurrentControlSet\Services\VPCAppSv" 
 
to: "\SystemRoot\System32\Drivers\VPCAppSv.sys" 
 

 
Product: Virtual PC (win) 4.3.x 
Category: Error Message Frequently Asked Support Questions General Info 
Article ID: 4816 
Created: 12/10/2002 
Modified: 12/11/2002 

 



6. No Sound in Windows NT 4.0  

Issue:  

I installed my own copy of Windows NT 4.0 and there is no sound.  

Solution:  

You will need to manually install the SB16. In Control Panel, select Multimedia Devices, then the Devices 
tab and add the Soundblaster 16 (Creative labs soundblaster 1.x, pro, 16).  
 
Hardware settings, if necessary: 
I/O address:220 
IRQ:5 
DMA:1 
DMA 16-bit:5 
MPU I/O:330. 

 
Product: Virtual PC (win) 5.x 
Category: Frequently Asked Support Questions General Info Peripherals 
Article ID: 4811 
Created: 12/9/2002 
Modified: 12/10/2002 

 

7. Protecting Your Data When Using a 
Differencing Drive  

Issue:  

When I try to boot my differencing drive I get the error message "NTLDR is missing, press any key" in an 
infinite loop.  

Solution:  

If the parent drive is modified in any way OR if the difference drive is attempted to boot from a different 
parent drive than it's original ALL of the data on your difference drive will be irrevocably gone. 

 
Product: Virtual PC (win) 5.x 
Category: Error Message Frequently Asked Support Questions General Info Modem 
Article ID: 4812 
Created: 12/10/2002 
Modified: 12/10/2002 

 

8. Undoable Drive Images  

Issue:  

I did not commit to the changes when shutting down a Virtual Machine but there were still files saved on 
one of my drive images.  



Solution:  

It is a good idea to make sure all the drive images associated with a Virtual Machine have the undoable 
option set consistently, meaning they are all undoable or all not undoable. If some drives are undoable 
and some aren't, installing applications may be left partially undone since installers sometimes install files 
on different drives. 

 
Product: Virtual PC (win) 5.x 
Category: Frequently Asked Support Questions General Info 
Article ID: 4813 
Created: 12/10/2002 
Modified: 12/10/2002 

 

9. Is Virtual PC for Windows compatible with 
BeOS?  

Issue:  

Attempting an install of the BeOS into a Virtual PC virtual machine will lead to a freeze of the BeOS 
installer early in the install process.  

Solution:  

he way in which BeOS handles hardware timing makes it incompatible with virtualized or emulated 
hardware. 

 
Product: Virtual PC (win) 5.x 
Category: Frequently Asked Support Questions 3rd Party Compatibility Installation 
Article ID: 4814 
Created: 12/10/2002 
Modified: 12/10/2002 

 

10. The default refresh rate of Virtual PC for 
Windows fullscreen mode is only 60hz.  

Issue:  

60hz is the default DirectX full screen refresh rate.  

Solution:  

The following information only applies to guest operating systems that support DirectX 5 and 
higher(Windows NT only supports up to DirectX 3). 
 
1.) Click Start, and then click Run. 
2) Type dxdiag, and then click OK. 
3) Select the last tab, "More Help" 
4) Select the "Override" Button 
5) Set the "Override Value" to the desired value settting. 



 
A setting of 75hz or higher(depending on your monitor) is recommended. Full screen mode should now 
display at the refresh rate selected. 
 
If Windows cannot find the dxdiag program, DirectX version 5.0 or earlier is installed on your computer. 
If this is the case, download and install the current version of DirectX. 
 

 
Product: Virtual PC (win) 5.x 
Category: Performance General Info Frequently Asked Support Questions 
Article ID: 4815 
Created: 12/10/2002 
Modified: 12/10/2002 

 

11. Supported Host Operating Systems  

Issue:  

What host operating systems will Virtual PC for Windows run in?  

Solution:  

Virtual PC for Windows is designed to run in: 
 
Windows ME 
Windows 2000 (service pack 2 recommended) 
Windows NT with Service Pack 6 installed 
 
With Virtual PC 4.2 and higher, Windows XP is now a supported Host OS. 
 
With Virtual PC 4.3 and higher, Windows 98SE is now a supported Host OS. 

 
Product: Virtual PC (win) 4.x 
Category: Frequently Asked Support Questions General Info Installation 
Article ID: 4552 
Created: 6/22/2001 
Modified: 12/9/2002 

 

12. How To Print From Virtual PC  

Issue:  

How do I print from Virtual PC?  

Solution:  

You can print from an application running on a virtual machine in two ways: 
1. Using the default Virtual Switch option, you can print from an application running on a virtual machine 
to a network printer. Using Shared Networking may also allow network printing. 
2. Using the LPT1 setting, you can associate the emulated LPT1 port on the virtual machine with a 
parallel port on the host PC, and then print from an application running on the virtual machine to a 



printer connected to the parallel port on the host PC. 
 
Please note: The LPT (parallel) port must be enabled for each guest PC in the PC Settings. The guest PC 
must be shutdown and not running. If the guest PC is running or in a Saved State, the options for the 
LPT port will be grayed out. If the LPT port is enabled after an OS is installed, the LPT port may need to 
be manually or automatically added and configured in the guest OS. 

 
Product: Virtual PC (win) 4.x 
Category: Frequently Asked Support Questions General Info Printing 
Article ID: 4555 
Created: 6/22/2001 
Modified: 12/9/2002 

 

13. Synch Time Running Server Operating 
Systems as a Guest  

Issue:  

When running Novell as a guest I am unable to sychronize the time of the guest and the host Operating 
Systems. 
Also, any OS not supported by the Virtual PC Additions will exhibit the same problem. These Operating 
Systems include: 
OS/2 
Solaris 
Linux (any distribution) 
Novell Netware  

Solution:  

Time sync solutions are available for the following non-Windows OSes: 
 
OS/2: OS/2 Additions currently included with Virtual PC/2 available from the Connectix Website 
*Novell NetWare: VPCTIME.NLM is available on Novell's website here: 
http://support.novell.com/filefinder/13659/beta.html 
*Linux and BSD: A timesync daemon is available from the Connectix FTP site for most versions of Linux 
and BSD here: ftp://linuxadditions:linuxadditions@care.connectix.com/users/linuxadditions 
 
*The timesync NLM and daemon are not supported by Connectix. 

 
Product: Virtual PC (win) 4.0 
Category: Frequently Asked Support Questions General Info 
Article ID: 4556 
Created: 6/22/2001 
Modified: 12/9/2002 

 

14. Inserting A CD Changes Virtual PC Video Mode 
From Full Screen To Windowed Mode  

Issue:  



When I insert an audio CD while Virtual PC is in full screen mode Windows automatically reverts Virtual 
PC back to Windowed mode.  

Solution:  

There is no workaround at this time. 
 
Update: This issue has been fixed in Virtual PC 5.x 

 
Product: Virtual PC (win) 4.x 
Category: Frequently Asked Support Questions General Info 
Article ID: 4561 
Created: 6/25/2001 
Modified: 12/9/2002 

 

15. Running Virtual PC and Adobe eBook Reader 
cause host to hang or reboot  

Issue:  

When running both a guest PC and Adobe eBook Reader the host locks up or reboots.  

Solution:  

This is a known issue caused by eBook's anti-piracy behavior which does not allow screen captures by 
preventing DirectX from accessing the screen. 
 
Do not run eBook Reader and a Virtual PC guest at the same time.  

 
Product: Virtual PC (win) 5.x 
Category: Frequently Asked Support Questions Error Message 3rd Party Compatibility 
Article ID: 4802 
Created: 12/6/2002 
Modified: 12/9/2002 

 

16. DOS and Virtual PC Additions  

Issue:  

How do I get additions functionality, like Shared Folders, in a DOS guest? 

Solution:  

The Virtual PC DOS additions are included with Virtual PC and are located in the Additions\DOS additions 
folder located in C:\Program Files\Connectix\Virtual PC 5.x Online Installer, or on the Additions\DOS 
Additions folder on the CD-ROM for versions 5.0 and higher. The DOS Additions are included in both the 
retail and trial versions of Virtual PC 5.x.  
 
To install the DOS additions: 
1. Locate the additions on either CD-ROM or Online Installer locations. 



2. Start the DOS guest and allow it to finish booting. 
3. The unzipped file will be a .VFD format, drag and drop this file on the floppy disk icon in the lower left 
corner of the DOS window. 
4. Change to the A: drive (type "a:" and press "enter") 
5. Run the DOSADD.BAT file (type "DOSADD" and press "enter"). This will copy the necessary files and 
add required lines to your CONFIG.SYS and AUTOEXEC.BAT files. 
6. Check the CONFIG.SYS file and verify that it contains an entry "LASTDRIVE=Z" without quotes, if not, 
please add for Shared Folders functionality. 
 
For CD-ROM access in a DOS environment, the MSCDEX.EXE file is also required. It is available with most 
versions of DOS. Additionally, the following line needs to be added to the AUTOEXEC.BAT for CD-ROM 
functionality: 
 
X:\mscdex_dir\MSCDEX.EXE /D:IDECD001 /L:E  
 
Where X:\mscdex_dir is the drive and directory location of MSCDEX. For example, if MSCDEX is located in 
the DOS directory on C:\, the correct syntax would be: C:\DOS\MSCDEX.EXE /D:IDECD001 /L:E. Note: 
The /D:IDECD001 name must match the name provided in the CONFIG.SYS. The default CD-ROM name 
provided by the DOS Addtions is IDECD001. 
 
The Virtual PC DOS additions can be installed on any DOS virtual machine. The additions contain the 
following files. 
 
Fshare.exe 
CDrom.sys 
idle.com 
 
These three files will be installed to a CNTX folder on the C: drive of your Virtual Machine. 
 
Your Autoexec.bat and Config.sys files will also be modified to use these new files. 
 
FSHARE.EXE - Enable Shared Folders between your DOS VM and the Host system 
 
CDROM.SYS - This a new CDROM driver that is designed to work with Virtual PC's emulated CD-ROM 
drive 
 
IDLE.COM - This file allows VPC to detect when a DOS VM is "idle" or not active and will automatically 
cycle down CPU usage on the Host. (NOTE: This functionality is only used on Virtual PC for Windows) 
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17. Supported Host Operating Systems  

Issue:  

What host operating systems will Virtual PC for Windows run in?  

Solution:  

Virtual PC 5 for Windows is designed to run in: 
 
Windows XP Professional and Home 



 
Windows 2000 Professional, SP2 or higher recommended 
 
Windows NT 4 Workstation, SP6 required 
 
Windows ME* 
 
Windows 98SE* 
 
*Please note: Windows 98SE and Windows ME do not have Virtual Switch functionality and hard disk 
images cannot be linked to a host's volume or physical drive. 
 
**Server versions of NT4, Windows 2000, and .NET will generally run Virtual PC with no difficulties, but 
these configurations are not supported or tested exhaustively by Connectix. 
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18. Shared Networking vs. Virtual Switch 
Networking  

Issue:  

How do I decide between Shared IP and Virtual Switch Networking?  

Solution:  

Shared Networking uses a sophisticated internal network address port translation (NAT) service built into 
Virtual PC that enables one or more guest PCs to share the IP address of the host PC. With this option, 
you should configure the guest PC OS to use Dynamic Host Control Protocol (DHCP). Virtual PC assigns 
the guest PC a temporary, non-routable IP address and performs any necessary packet translations. The 
Shared Networking option works well for standard network activities such as browsing the Web, reading 
e-mail, accessing FTP sites, or accessing shared printers and files. It is not suitable for more 
advanced scenarios, such as running HTTP or FTP servers on the guest PC. For these advanced 
scenarios, use the Virtual Switch option. 
 
The Virtual Switch option addresses standard and advanced networking needs, such as running guest 
server software with predefined port numbers, remote login (rlogin), network performance analysis 
(netperf), or remote shells (rsh). It offers the highest degree of compatibility and control. Virtual Switch 
also allows the guest PC to use alternate network protocols including TCP/IP, IPX/SPX, and NetBEUI. 
Virtual Switch should also be used if the guest PC will be connecting to a Microsoft or Novell network and 
need to be authenticated on the network. 
 
Virtual Switch is the default in Virtual PC 5.x 
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19. Preinstalled Printers in Win 98 OS Pack  

Issue:  

The print drivers preinstalled in the Windows 98 OS Pack are not working.  

Solution:  

The print drivers preinstalled into the Windows 98 OS Pack will not work because they are made to print 
on the Macintosh. You can ignore these drivers or delete them if you'd like ("Inkjet Printer" and 
PostScript Printer") 
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20. How To Print From Virtual PC  

Issue:  

How do I print from Virtual PC?  

Solution:  

You can print from an application running on a virtual machine in two ways: 
1. Using the default Virtual Switch option, you can print from an application running on a virtual machine 
to a network printer. Using Shared Networking may also allow network printing. 
2. Using the LPT1 setting, you can associate the emulated LPT1 port on the virtual machine with a 
parallel port on the host PC, and then print from an application running on the virtual machine to a 
printer connected to the parallel port on the host PC. 
 
Please note: The LPT (parallel) port must be enabled for each guest PC in the PC Settings. The guest PC 
must be shutdown and not running. If the guest PC is running or in a Saved State, the options for the 
LPT port will be grayed out. If the LPT port is enabled after an OS is installed, the LPT port may need to 
be manually or automatically added and configured in the guest OS. 
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21. Synch Time Running Server Operating 
Systems as a Guest  

Issue:  

When running Novell as a guest I am unable to sychronize the time of the guest and the host Operating 
Systems. 
Also, any OS not supported by the Virtual PC Additions will exhibit the same problem. These Operating 
Systems include: 
OS/2 
Solaris 
Linux (any distribution) 
Novell Netware  

Solution:  

Time sync solutions are available for the following non-Windows OSes: 
 
OS/2: OS/2 Additions currently included with Virtual PC/2 available from the Connectix Website 
*Novell NetWare: VPCTIME.NLM is available on Novell's website here: 
http://support.novell.com/filefinder/13659/beta.html 
*Linux and BSD: A timesync daemon is available from the Connectix FTP site for most versions of Linux 
and BSD here: ftp://linuxadditions:linuxadditions@care.connectix.com/users/linuxadditions 
 
*The timesync NLM and daemon are not supported by Connectix. 
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22. Non-existent COM Ports  

Issue:  

The Settings Panel can allow for the user to assign Com 3 and Com 4 ports even if the host machine 
does not have them.  

Solution:  

Make sure that you are configuring Com devices via Ports that your machine actually have, otherwise the 
Com device will not work. 
 
In Virtual PC 5.1 it is possible to allow the guest to map to 256 host COM ports. See KDB article 4800 for 
more information. 
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23. Virtual PC 5.1 UI Customizations  

Issue:  

Is there any ability to customize what is presented in the Virtual PC for Windows UI?  

Solution:  

Virtual PC 5.1 has numerous new features requested by our customers to aid in enterprise deployment 
through customization of the Virtual PC User Interface. To give our customers the maximum flexibility for 
their needs, the new features below can be applied globally to all Virtual Machines OR apply to specific 
Virtual Machines. 
 
----------------------------------------- 
VIRTUAL PC 5.1 FEATURES 
----------------------------------------- 
1. The ability to disable the Close Box. 
 
2. The ability to hide the menu bar. (Please keep in mind that the Keyboard commands still work, it is 
just the menu that is hidden.) 
 
3. The ability to hide the status bar. The status bar is located at the bottom of each Virtual Machine 
window and displays hard drive and network activity among other features. 
 
4. The ability to disable “Save State” option from the Shutdown dialog. 
 
5. The ability to disable the “Shut Down” option Shutdown dialog. 
 
6. The ability to disable the “Undo Drive” option from the Shutdown dialog. 
 
7. The ability to disable the "VNC option" from a VM's Settings dialog. 
 
8. The ability to Force a Shutdown action from the Shutdown dialog. This allows a system administrator 
to force a VM to save state, shutdown, undo a drive or turn off. 
 
9. Added the ability to specify the number of host COM ports. 
 
10. Added the ability to reverse the default behavior of arbitrary resolution. By default, Windows 
Operating Systems with Virtual PC Additions installed are freely resizable. When you hold down the 
control-key, the windows snaps to standard resolutions such as 640x480, 800x600 etc. By creating and 
enabling this registry key, VM windows will snap by default and holding down the control-key will allow 
for arbitrary resolutions. 
 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
APPLYING GLOBALLY OR PER EACH VM 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
The new functionality can be applied globally to all VMs OR to an individual VM depending on where you 
create the key. The instructions for this are at the end of this document. 
 
TO APPLY GLOBALLY: 
HKEY_CURRENT_USER/Software/Connectix/Virtual PC/4.0/Preferences 
 
TO APPLY FOR A SPECIFIC VM: 



HKEY_CURRENT_USER/Software/Connectix/Virtual PC/4.0/Configuration/(vm config name)/ 
 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
IMPORTANT NOTE: 
Registry keys are CASE-SENSITIVE. Make sure that you enter the keys and DWORD values EXACTLY as 
specified otherwise the feature will not work! 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
DISABLE THE CLOSE BOX 
------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Create new DWORD registry key: "Preferences/Main Window/Disable Close" to disable menu bar in 
windows. 
 
1. If you don’t have a key named “Main Window” you will need to create a new key. Right Click on the 
“Preferences” key and select “New Key.” When the new key is created name it “Main Window”. 
 
2. Right click on the newly created “Main Window” Key and create a DWORD value and name it “Disable 
Close”.  
 
3. Double click on this DWORD and enter a value of 1. 
 
4. Virtual Machines will now launch with the close box disabled. 
 
Value of 0= Enable the Close Box. (Default) 
Value of 1= Disable the Close Box. 
 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
DISABLE VIRTUAL PC MENUS 
------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Create new DWORD registry key: "Preferences/Main Window/Disable Menus" to disable menu bar in 
windows. 
 
1. If you don’t have a key named “Main Window” you will need to create a new key. Right Click on the 
“Preferences” key and select “New Key.” When the new key is created name it “Main Window”. 
 
2. Right click on the newly created “Main Window” Key and create a DWORD value and name it “Disable 
Menus”.  
 
3. Double click on this DWORD and enter a value of 1. 
 
4. Virtual Machines will now launch without the menu bar. 
 
Value of 0= Enable the Menus. (Default) 
Value of 1= Disable the Menus. 
 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
DISABLE VIRTUAL PC STATUS BAR 
------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Create new DWORD registry key: "Preferences/Main Window/Disable Status" to disable status bar in 
windows. 
 
1. If you don’t have a key named “Main Window” you will need to create a new key. Right Click on the 
“Preferences” key and select “New Key.” When the new key is created name it “Main Window.” 
 
2. Right click on the newly created “Main Window” Key and create a DWORD value and name it “Disable  



Status”.  
 
3. Double click on this DWORD and enter a value of 1. 
 
4. Virtual Machines will now launch without the status bar. 
 
Value of 0= Enable the Status Bar. (Default) 
Value of 1= Disable the Status Bar. 
 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
DISABLE SAVE STATES 
------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Create new DWORD registry key: "Preferences/Shutdown/Disable Save" to disable save option in 
shutdown dialog. 
 
1. If you don’t have a key named “Shutdown” you will need to create a new key. Right Click on the 
“Preferences” key and select “New Key.” When the new key is created name it “Shutdown”. 
 
2. Right click on the newly created “Shutdown” Key and create a DWORD value and name it “Disable 
Save”.  
 
3. Double click on this DWORD and enter a value of 1. 
 
4. Virtual Machines will now launch without the Save State option in the Shutdown dialog. 
 
Value of 0= Enable the Save States. (Default) 
Value of 1= Disable the Save Sates. 
 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
DISABLE THE SHUT DOWN COMMAND 
------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Create new DWORD registry key: "Preferences/Shutdown/Disable Shut Down" to disable shut down 
option in shutdown dialog. 
 
1. If you don’t have a key named “Shutdown” you will need to create a new key. Right Click on the 
“Preferences” key and select “New Key.” When the new key is created name it “Shutdown”. 
 
2. Right click on the newly created “Shutdown” Key and create a DWORD value and name it “Disable 
Shut Down”.  
 
3. Double click on this DWORD and enter a value of 1. 
 
4. Virtual Machines will now launch without the “Shutdown” option in the Shutdown dialog. 
 
Value of 0= Enable the Shut Down Command. (Default) 
Value of 1= Disable the Shut Down Command. 
 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
DISABLE THE TURN OFF OPTION IN THE SHUTDOWN DIALOG 
------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Create new DWORD registry key: "Preferences/Shutdown/Disable Turn Off" to disable turn off option in 
shutdown dialog. 
 
1. If you don’t have a key named “Shutdown” you will need to create a new key. Right Click on the 
“Preferences” key and select “New Key.” When the new key is created name it “Shutdown”. 
 
2. Right click on the newly created “Shutdown” Key and create a DWORD value and name it “Disable 



Turn Off”.  
 
3. Double click on this DWORD and enter a value of 1. 
 
4. Virtual Machines will now launch without the “Turn off” option in the Shutdown dialog. 
 
Value of 0= Enable the “Turn Off” Option in the Close Dialog. (Default) 
Value of 1= Disable the “Turn Off” Option in the Close Dialog. 
 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
DISABLE UNDO DRIVES IN THE SHUTDOWN DIALOG 
------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Create new DWORD registry key: "Preferences/Shutdown/Disable Undo" to disable undo option in 
shutdown dialog. 
 
1. If you don’t have a key named “Shutdown” you will need to create a new key. Right Click on the 
“Preferences” key and select “New Key.” When the new key is created name it “Shutdown”. 
 
2. Right click on the newly created “Shutdown” Key and create a DWORD value and name it “Disable 
Undo”.  
 
3. Double click on this DWORD and enter a value of 1. 
 
4. Virtual Machines will now launch without the Undo Options in the Shutdown dialog. 
 
Value of 0= Enable the Undo Options in the Shutdown Dialog. (Default) 
Value of 1= Disable the Undo Option in the Shutdown Dialog. 
 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
DISABLE THE VNC OPTIONS IN THE SETTING DIALOG 
------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Create new DWORD registry key: "Preferences/VNC/Disable" to disable shut down option in shutdown 
dialog. 
 
1. If you don’t have a key named “VNC” you will need to create a new key. Right Click on the 
“Preferences” key and select “New Key.” When the new key is created name it “VNC”. 
 
2. Right click on the newly created “VNC” Key and create a DWORD value and name it “Disable”.  
 
3. Double click on this DWORD and enter a value of 1. 
 
4. The VNC options will no longer appear in a VM's settings dialog. 
 
Value of 0= Enable the VNC options in a VM's setting dialog. (Default) 
Value of 1= Disable the VMC options in a VM's setting dialog. 
 
 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
ADDED THE ABILITY TO FORCE A SPECIFIC ACTION INSTEAD OF SHUTDOWN 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Create new DWORD registry key: "Preferences/Shutdown/Force Action" to specify a forced action instead 
of the shutdown dialog; actions are: 0=save, 1=shutdown, 2=turn off, 3=undo 
 
1. If you don’t have a key named “Shutdown” you will need to create a new key. Right Click on the 
“Preferences” key and select “New Key.” When the new key is created name it “Shutdown”. 
 
2. Right click on the newly created “Shutdown” Key and create a DWORD value and name it “Force 
Action”.  



 
3. Double click on this DWORD and enter a value of 1. 
 
4. Virtual Machines will now Shutdown in the manner prescribed by the reg key. 
 
Value of 0= Force the Save Action in the Shutdown Dialog 
Value of 1= Force the Shutdown Action in the Shutdown Dialog  
Value of 2= Force the Turn Off Action in the Shutdown Dialog 
Value of 3= Force the Undo Action in the Shutdown dialog 
 
 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
ADDED THE ABILITY TO SPECIFY THE NUMBER OF HOST COM PORTS 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Create new DWORD registry key: "Preferences/COM Port/Host Port Count" to set how many COM ports to 
offer in the pop-up menu in the settings dialog. The default value is 4. 
 
1. If you don’t have a key named “COM Port” you will need to create a new key. Right Click on the 
“Preferences” key and select “New Key.” When the new key is created name it “COM Port”. 
 
2. Right click on the newly created “COM Port” Key and create a DWORD value and name it “Host Port 
Count”.  
 
3. Double click on this DWORD and enter a value of 0-255. (Yes, that's 256 total COM Ports!) 
 
4. Virtual Machines will now have the ability to select from up to 256 host serial ports... 
 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
REVERSE THE DEFAULT BEHAVIOR OF ARBITRARY RESOLUTIONS 
------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Create new DWORD registry key: "Preferences/Main Window/Clamp Resize" to make clamp-to-nearest-
resolution the default resizing behavior 
 
1. If you don’t have a key named “Main Window” you will need to create a new key. Right Click on the 
“Preferences” key and select “Clamp Resize.” When the new key is created name it “Main Window”. 
 
2. Right click on the newly created “Main Window” Key and create a DWORD value and name it “Clamp 
Resize”.  
 
3. Double click on this DWORD and enter a value of 1. 
 
Value of 0= Enable Arbitrary Resolutions. (Default) 
Value of 1= Disable Arbitrary Resolutions and clamp to standard screen sizes (640x480, 800x600, etc.) 
 
 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
APPLYING GLOBALLY OR PER EACH VM 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
The new functionality can be applied globally to all VMs or to an individual VM depending on where you 
create the key. Note that registry keys for an individual Virtual Machine take priority over the Global Key 
so that if a reg key is created both globally and for an individual basis, the keys for the individual VMs will 
take precedence. This gives you the flexibility to customize and display every Virtual Machine as needed. 
 
 
TO APPLY GLOBALLY: 
HKEY_CURRENT_USER/Software/Connectix/Virtual PC/4.0/Preferences/(Add Reg Key Here) 
 
TO APPLY FOR A SPECIFIC VM: 



HKEY_CURRENT_USER/Software/Connectix/Virtual PC/4.0/Configuration/(vm config name)/(Add Reg Key 
Here) 
 
 
EXAMPLE 1: I want to disable menus for all Virtual Machines. 
 
HKEY_CURRENT_USER/Software/Connectix/Virtual PC/4.0/Preferences/Main Window/Disable Menus 
 
EXAMPLE 2: I want to disable menu for a specific Virtual Machine called “Windows 2000”. 
 
HKEY_CURRENT_USER/Software/Connectix/Virtual PC/4.0/Configuration/Windows 2000/Main 
Window/Disable Menus 
 
 
Enjoy! 
 
The Virtual PC Development Team 
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24. Shutting down a Virtual Machine in full-screen 
mode presents "It is now safe to turn off your 
computer".  

Issue:  

If Password Security is enabled for exiting full-screen mode then the guest operating system will not 
completely close to the host's desktop. When Password Security is enabled the guest operating system 
will present the user with the same screen that would normally be displayed when Advanced Power 
Management is not in use. Once the user or an administrator enters the password for exiting full-screen 
mode the virtual machine's window may then be closed.  

Solution:  

This is by design. When the user is presented with this screen they may enter the password for exiting 
full-screen or use the <Host Key><R> key combination to restart the guest operating system. This has 
been done to protect the host operating system from unauthorized users.  
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25. Installing Virtual PC Additions with 4.3 and 
later  

Issue:  

I’ve installed Virtual PC 4.3 or later on my machine. I then created a guest VM, and installed Windows 
9.x, NT 4.0, 2000 or XP. How do I install Virtual PC additions files to get complete windows integration?  

Solution:  

1) Launch the Virtual PC application. 
2) Launch your PC that you created. Note: Connectix included Additions for Windows 9x/Me, Windows NT 
4, 2000 or XP operating systems for information on OS/2 Additions please contact Connectix Sales. 
3) When you are completely booted into Windows, click on the PC Menu item, and choose “Install/Update 
additions.” This will mount an ISO image of the Virtual PC additions and automatically launch Setup.exe. 
4) Follow the installation instructions of the Virtual PC additions installer. At the end of the process, you 
will be asked to restart your Windows operating system on your guest VM. 
5) After you have restarted your guest, the Windows additions should now be installed on your Windows 
guest operating system. 
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26. Is Virtual PC for Windows compatible with 
BeOS?  

Issue:  

Attempting an install of the BeOS into a Virtual PC virtual machine will lead to a freeze of the BeOS 
installer early in the install process. 

Solution:  

The way in which BeOS handles hardware timing makes it incompatible with virtualized or emulated 
hardware. 
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27. CTRL-ALT-DEL and Virtual PC for Windows 
Password Protection  

Issue:  

Pressing CTRL+ALT+DEL allows a user to bypass Virtual PC's password protection while running in Full 
Screen allowing a user to exit full-screen mode. 
 
If the key combination of CTRL+ALT+DEL is used to open the Windows Security console of the host OS 
then Virtual PC’s password security is over ridden and the user can gain access to the host’s operating 
system. Under Windows NT4, Windows 2000, and Windows XP it is not possible to disable the use of the 
key combination CTRL+ALT+DEL. The local machine’s administrator needs to edit the system registry to 
disable the <Lock Computer>, <Change Password>, and the <Task Manager> buttons in the Window’s 
Security console. 

Solution:  

*** This is a solution to be implemented by advanced users and administrators. If you are not 
comfortable editing the System Registry do not implement this solution. *** 
 
Under Windows NT4, Windows 2000, and Windows XP it is not possible to disable the use of the key 
combination CTRL+ALT+DEL. The local machine’s administrator needs to edit the system registry to 
disable the <Lock Computer>, <Change Password>, and the <Task Manager> buttons in the Window’s 
Security console.  
 
For Windows NT4, Windows 2000, and Windows XP: 
Run Regedt32.exe, you will need to open the following registry path: 
HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Policies  
 
If there is a \System key under the policies key open this as well. By default the \System key is not there 
and you will need to create it. 
 
To do so: 
Open the ‘Edit’ menu and select ‘New’, and then Key. Rename the new key to ‘System’.  
 
Once the "System’ key is created you will need to create the following D-word values. To do this open 
the ‘System’ key and then open the ‘Edit’ menu and select ‘New’, and select DWORD. You need to do this 
three times in total and then rename each of the new values, creating one value for each of the 
following: 
 
DisableLockWorkstation = 1 
DisableChangePassword = 1 
DisableTaskMgr = 1 
 
Once this is done close the Registry Editor and press the key combo CTRL+ALT+DEL to open the 
Windows Security console and ensure that these buttons are no longer available. 
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28. Virtual PC loses custom resolution of display 
after previewing a screensaver.  

Issue:  

Virtual PC loses custom resolution of display after previewing a screensaver. 
 
Resize a VM by grabbing the left window border and increasing the size to about 920x480. Open the 
Display properties of the guest desktop, select any Screen saver, and press the Preview button. When the 
guest screen saver comes on it changes resolution to 640x480 to display the screen saver. The arbitrary 
resize feature is then turned off.  

Solution:  

Press any key, the Screen Saver will disappear and the VM will adjust back to the custom size. This 
behavior is as designed. To prevent any with applications that change the video resolution, Virtual PC 
disables its dynamic video functionality when an application int he the VM changes the screen size. 
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29. VPC could not open its emulated Ethernet 
switch driver’ error message appears in 
attempt to run VPC on Windows XP.  

Issue:  

The Network Services driver wasn’t installed. During the installation of Virtual PC into Windows XP, the 
Network Services driver user will get a Digital Signature dialog. This dialog has ‘Yes’ and ‘Stop 
Installation’ buttons. By default the focus is on ‘Stop Installation’ button. If user used the keyboard and 
pressed Enter key to go through this dialog, the installation of the Network Services driver was cancelled. 

Solution:  

Please use your mouse and make sure you click ‘Yes’ on the Digital Signature dialog. 
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30. How can users determine what command line 
switches are activated?  

Issue:  

If a user launched Virtual PC and added command line switches (such as -usehostdiskcache) to the 
command line, the user can not determine what command line switches are active. 

Solution:  

There is currently no way to determine what command line switches are active. Connectix is investigating 
options for this in future releases. 
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31. "CTL3D32.dll file has not been installed 
correctly" error  

Issue:  

During the Virtual PC application installation into Windows NT, I selected "custom install" and the install 
location of the Windows NT host desktop. After rebooting Windows NT, I received an error that “This 
application uses CTL3D32.dll, which has not been correctly installed.”  

Solution:  

his is correct behavior for Windows NT. Windows NT doesn’t allow for system files to be located on it’s 
desktop. Do not install the Virtual PC application on the Windows NT host desktop. 
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32. Creating VM Shortcuts  

Issue:  

Virtual PC for Windows 4.3 and later. Users can easily create shortcuts to VMs using this undocumented 
technique. 
 
Users can directly start a particular VM by way of shortcuts. Users can also use these shortcuts to launch 



virtual machines with various command line options enabled. For instance, launch VMs in full screen 
mode(-full screen), run hidden(-noshow) or run in "kiosk" mode (-kiosk). See the online help for further 
documentation on command line switches. 

Solution:  

Open the PC List and then single click on the thumbnail image of the VM you wish to create a shortcut 
for. Drag the thumbnail image from the PC list to the desktop. 
 
This should create a shortcut to the VM. Double-clicking on this shortcut should launch the VM directly. 
 
You can get properties on this shortcut to add additional "Command Line" switches as documented in the 
help files. 
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33. Virtual PC Installer Files Not Found Error  

Issue:  

Updating to Virtual PC 4.3.2 on some Win98se hosts causes a "Virtual PC installer files not found" error to 
appear when running Virtual PC. 

Solution:  

Virtual PC for Windows started official support of Windows 98se hosts with version 4.2. Prior versions 
installed on Win98se but updating to Virtual PC 4.3.2 often results in problems finding the Virtual PC 
Application Services driver. 
 
Workaround: 
1. Install Virtual PC 4.3.2 on Win 98 
2. Find VPCAppsv.sys (usually in C:\windows\system) 
3. Copy VPCAppsv.sys to c:\windows\system32\drivers 
4. Launch Virtual PC normally. 
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34. Windows 2000 or XP Blue Screen at Boot  

Issue:  



When I try to boot Windows 2000 or XP in a Virtual Machine I encounter a blue screen indicating an error 
at: 
0x00000079 (0x00000004, 0x0000AC31, 0x00000000, 0x00000000) 

Solution:  

What has occurred is the operating system was installed with ACPI (Advanced Configuration Power 
Interface) enabled in the BIOS and has now been booted in a VM that does not have ACPI enabled in the 
BIOS. This can occur if a new Virtual Machine is created in the PC List and the default BIOS settings are 
used, by default ACPI is not enabled, it must be turned on manually in the BIOS. This is only an issue if 
installed with ACPI enabled and then disable it. If you install with it disabled and the enable it the OS 
should still boot, but it will not take advantage of the benefits offered by ACPI. 
 
SOLUTION: If you wish to continue using this drive image you will need to enable ACPI. If you wish to 
run a Windows 2000 or XP operating system without ACPI you will need to install it with ACPI disabled in 
the BIOS. 
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35. Shared folders panel lists shared folders after 
undoing changes.  

Issue:  

Run any guest. Install additions and share folders (share every time checked). Then turn off the guest 
and undo changes. When the VM boots up again the shared previously folders are listed in shared folders 
panel. However the user cannot use it , because guest’s explorer doesn’t list these folders. 

Solution:  

To be able to use these shared folders again the additions must be reinstalled.  
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36. Changing the default locations of new Virtual 
Hard Drives (*.VHD files), Saved States (*.VSV 
files) and Undo Drives (*.VUD files).  

Issue:  



New Virtual Hard Drive, Saved State and Undo Drive files can use a large amount of hard drive space so 
users may want to change the location where these files are kept. The default location of these files is on 
the system partition in a sub-folder under Documents and Settings. Because the system partition is often 
smaller than partitions reserved for data it is often desirable to change the location of these files to save 
space on the system partition.  
Users with roaming profiles may also wish to change the location to prevent long delays when logging in 
or out, delays can occur when large amounts of data in their user profile is stored on a remote server. 

Solution:  

By editing the registry the default location for storing Virtual Hard Drive, Saved State and Undo Drive files 
can be changed to any location the user chooses. 
 
*** This solution involves editing the System Registry. If you are unfamiliar or uncomfortable with editing 
the registry do not attempt this solution. Implementation of this solution is intended for System 
Administrators. 
 
*** Using this solution to change the location of new Virtual Hard Drive files only affects files created 
with the New PC Wizard. Virtual Hard Drive files created with the Virtual Disk Wizard will always default 
to the last location specified when a Virtual Hard Drive file was created with the Virtual Disk Wizard, this 
is intentional. 
 
Changing the default location involves creating a new Registry Key and a corresponding value for each of 
the file types involved. To change any or all of the default locations you will need to create the following 
Registry Key: 
 
"HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\Connectix\Virtual PC\4.0\Preferences\Paths" 
 
Once the 'Paths' key has been created you need to create a value for each of the storage locations you 
wish to change. To change the location of new Virtual Hard Drives create a value named 
'DefaultNewDrivePath', for Saved states a value named 'DefaultSavedStatePath', and for Undo Drives 
create a value named 'DefaultUndoDrivePath'. Each of the values is a String Value, the Value data is the 
path to the location you wish to store the file. The following example demonstrates how to store Undo 
Drive files in a folder named 'VPC Undo Drives' on a computers D Drive. 
 
Make sure Virtual PC is not running when you make this registry change. If VPC is running when you edit 
the registry you will need to close and re-launch the application before the changes will take effect. 
 
1. Open the Registry Editor. From the 'Start' menu select 'Run...' and type 'regedit'. 
2. Browse to "HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\Connectix\Virtual PC\4.0\Preferences". 
3. With the 'Preferences' key open go to the 'Edit' menu, select 'New' and then 'Key'. 
4. Rename the new key (New Key #1) as 'Paths'. 
5. Right click on the 'Paths' key, highlight 'New', and click on 'String Value', this will create a value named 
'New Value #1'. 
6. Rename the new string value 'DefaultUndoDrivePath'. 
7. Right Click on the 'DefaultUndoDrivePath' value and select 'Modify', this will allow you to define the 
string value. 
8. In the field under 'Value data:' enter the path "D:\VPC Undo Drives". 
9. Close the Registry Editor and launch Virtual PC, the change is now in effect.  
 
To change the location of new Virtual Hard Drive files the steps are the same but you will create a string 
value named 'DefaultNewDrivePath' and enter the path to the desired location of *.VHD files. 
To change the location of Saved State files the steps are the same but you will create a string value 
named 'DefaultSavedStatePath' and enter the path to the desired location of *.VSV files. 
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37. Shutting down a Virtual Machine in full-screen 
mode presents "It is now safe to turn off your 
computer".  

Issue:  

If Password Security is enabled for exiting full-screen mode then the guest operating system will not 
completely close to the host's desktop. When Password Security is enabled the guest operating system 
will present the user with the same screen that would normally be displayed when Advanced Power 
Management is not in use. Once the user or an administrator enters the password for exiting full-screen 
mode the virtual machine's window may then be closed.  

Solution:  

This is by design. When the user is presented with this screen they may enter the password for exiting 
full-screen or use the <Host Key><R> key combination to restart the guest operating system. This has 
been done to protect the host operating system from unauthorized users. 
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38. Using PC DOS 2000 Included with Virtual PC 5  

Issue:  

I installed Virtual PC 5 for Windows and I cannot locate PC DOS 2000.  

Solution:  

PC DOS 2000 isn’t installed automatically with Virtual PC 5. It is located in the PC DOS folder of the 
Virtual PC CD-ROM/Online Installer file. Located in the folder is a PC DOS 2000 3.5" boot disk image (PC 
DOS Boot Disk.vfd) and the PC DOS 2000 virtual hard disk image (PC DOS 2000.vhd). 
 
Installing and creating a new PC DOS 2000 Virtual PC: 
 
1. Copy the PC DOS 2000.vhd from the PC DOS folder on the CD-ROM or from the online dow\load's 
extraction directory (default is C:\Program Files\Connectix\Virtual PC 5.0 Online Installer) to your hard 
drive (C: ) 
2. Start Virtual PC, and click "New PC." Click "Next." 
3. Follow the New PC Wizard. Enter a PC Name. 
4. Select "Guide me", and click "Next." 
5. Select "DOS" from the selection box and click "Next." 
6. If you would like to adjust the amount of memory allocated to the new DOS PC, select "Yes," 
otherwise, select "No." Click "Next." 
7. Select "Select an existing hard disk image" and click "Next." 



8. Click "Browse" and locate the "PC DOS 2000.vhd" file copied to your hard drive from step 1.  
9. Select "PC DOS 2000.vhd" and click "Open." 
10. Click "Next" and then "Finish." 
11. From the Virtual PC list, click the newly created virtual PC once to select it and then click "Start Up." 
 
 
Note: The Virtual PC 5 Trial does not include PC DOS 2000. 
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39. Virtual PC 5 Guest PC's Technical 
Specifications  

Issue:  

What are the Technical Specifications of guest PC's running in Virtual PC?  

Solution:  

Processor 
 
------------ 
 
The emulated environment "sees" the same processor model as the processor in your host PC. For 
example, if your host machine contains a Pentium III, the OS on a virtual machine reports running on a 
Pentium III as well. All functionality of your host processor is supported within the virtual machine, 
including MMX, SSE, SSE-2, 3DNow, and so on. 
 
 
 
Motherboard 
 
----------------- 
 
Virtual PC emulates the Intel 440BX chipset, including all auxiliary chips needed for a PC: 
 
- 8259 PIC (programmable interrupt controller) 
 
- 8254 PIT (peripheral interval timer) 
 
- 8237 DMA (direct memory access) controller 
 
- CMOS (persistent RAM) 
 
- RTC (real-time clock) 
 
 
 
BIOS 
 
------- 



 
- American Megatrends BIOS (AMIBIOS) 
- Support for APM 1.2 and ACPI - 
 
 
 
Memory 
 
------------ 
 
-Maximum 1024 MB RAM per virtual machine. 
 
 
 
Hard drive images 
 
----------------------- 
 
Uses hard drive container images 
 
Supports five types of hard disk images: 
 
- Dynamically expanding images 
 
- Fixed-size images 
 
- Differencing images 
 
- Images linked to host volumes 
 
- Images linked to host drives 
 
 
 
Compatible with hard disk images created with other versions of Virtual PC 4.0 or later. 
 
 
 
Supports simultaneous use of three drive images, each up to approximately 127 GB in size 
 
 
 
 
CD-ROM/DVD-ROM 
 
------------- 
 
-Uses the CD-ROM or DVD-ROM in the host PC (if present) 
 
-ATAPI interface supports data and audio commands 
 
 
 
Video 
 
-------- 
 
-Emulates the S3 Trio 32/64 PCI SVGA Card 
 
 



 
-Implements 8 MB of emulated VRAM, allowing for up to 1600 x 1200 PC screen resolutions  
 
 
 
-Fully implements S3 Trio 32/64 graphic acceleration features and is compatible with S3 Trio 32/64 
drivers 
 
 
 
-Supports 1600 x 1024 and 800 x 512 16:9 aspect ratio modes 
 
 
 
-Also backwards compatible with MDA, CGA, EGA, and VGA video modes 
 
 
 
-VESA 2.0 compliant 
 
 
 
Keyboard controller 
 
------------------------- 
 
Controller emulates 8255 keyboard controller for interface between PC and keyboard/mouse 
 
 
 
Keyboard 
 
------------- 
 
-Uses the standard PC keyboard 
 
 
 
Mouse 
 
--------- 
 
-Emulates a PS/2 mouse using IRQ 12 
 
 
 
Floppy 
 
---------- 
 
-Uses a standard PC floppy drive 
 
-Emulates the standard PC floppy controller interface 
 
-Supports floppy disk image files (720-KB or 1.44-MB flat-mapped files) 
 
 
 
Serial ports 
 



-------------- 
 
-Emulates COM1 and COM2 serial ports 
 
-Redirects emulated COM1 and COM2 ports to specified host PC serial port or a text file 
 
 
 
Parallel port 
 
--------------- 
 
-Emulates LPT1 parallel port 
 
-Redirects emulated LPT1 output to selected host parallel port 
 
 
 
Sound 
 
-------- 
 
-Emulates Creative Labs ISA Sound Blaster 16 card  
 
-Supports both DSP (sound effects) and FM synthesis (music) 
 
-Emulation includes two Yamaha OPL2 chips as well as a CT1345 mixer 
 
-Sound card is configured to use a base port of 0x220, IRQ 5, and DMA channel 1 (for 8 bit) or 5 (for 16 
bit) 
 
-Supports 8-bit and 16-bit sound input and output 
 
 
 
Ethernet 
 
----------- 
 
-Emulates a DEC/Intel 21140a-based 10/100Mbit PCI Ethernet card 
 
-The card is plug-and-play and can be reconfigured by the operating system, but default settings use IRQ 
11 
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40. Creating a Windows 98 Emergency Boot Disk 
(EBD) from PC DOS 2000  

Issue:  



How do I create a boot disk to install Windows 98 or Windows 98 SE?  

Solution:  

Creating a Windows 98 SE Emergency Boot Disk (EBD) from PC DOS 2000 
 
1. Start the PC DOS 2000 guest. 
2. Run the Virtual Disk Wizard and create a new floppy disk image (.VFD). 
a. From the Virtual PC List, click File, then Virtual Disk Wizard. 
b. Follow the Wizards prompts, click Next. 
c. Select Create new floppy or hard disk image and click Next. 
d. Select Create new floppy disk image and click Next. 
e. Enter a name for the disk image, "Windows 98SE Emergency Boot Disk", browse to a location to save 
the disk, click Save. Note the location of the disk. 
f. Click Next to continue and click Finish to complete the disk creation. 
3. Mount the new disk image, "Windows 98SE Emergency Boot Disk", created in step 2. 
a. Drag and drop the "Windows 98SE Emergency Boot Disk.VFD" disk image on the PC DOS 2000 guest's 
floppy disk icon located in the lower left corner of the Virtual PC toolbar. 
b. Alternately, right-click the floppy icon, select "Capture Image", and browse to the location the 
"Windows 98SE startup disk" was saved to in step 1e. Double-click the file to mount it. 
4. Insert and capture Windows 98 SE CD-ROM. 
5. Change to the CD-ROM drive, usually D or E, by typing "D:" or 'E:" and press enter. 
6. Change to the OLDMSDOS directory by typing "CD\TOOLS\OLDMSDOS" and press enter. 
7. Run SMARTDRV.EXE by typing "SMARTDRV.EXE" and press enter. Note: Smartdrv.exe is not needed to 
create the disk image, but increases the speed of the creation of the EBD diskette. 
8. Change to the FAT32EBD directory by typing " CD\TOOLS\MTSUTIL\FAT32EBD" and press enter. 
9. Run FAT32EDB.EXE by typing "FAT32EBD.EXE" and press enter. 
10. Follow the prompts to create a FAT32 EBD. 
a. Enter "Y" to continue, and press enter. 
b. Copy Smartdrv.exe to the disk image by typing "COPY E:\TOOLS\OLDMSDOS\SMARTDRV.EXE A:" and 
press enter. 
11. Reboot the PC DOS 2000 guest to verify that the disk works. 
a. If the disk was created correctly, the screen should display "Microsoft Windows 98 Startup Menu" and 
give 2 options. Press enter to select "1. Start computer with CD-ROM support." 
b. When the disk has finished booting, there should be an "A:\> " prompt. 
12. Verify that the CD-ROM drive is accessible.  
a. Verify that the Windows 98 CD-ROM is still in the drive and captured by the PC DOS 2000 guest 
b. Change to the CD-ROM drive, usually D or E, by typing "D:" or 'E:" and press enter. 
c. Type "dir" and press enter. This should display the contents of the Windows 98 SE CD-ROM. There 
should be a "Win98 <DIR>" listed on the screen. 
13. This Emergency Startup Disk is not the same as the Windows 98 Startup Disk that is created during 
the Windows 98 installation or from the Control Panel in Windows 98SE. This is a feature-limited 
emergency floppy disk. 
14. To install Windows 98SE from a non-bootable CD-ROM, please see the Knowledge Database article 
"Installing Windows 98 SE" 
 
 
See Article 4770 for information on setting up PC DOS 2000 with Virtual PC 
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41. How to change the default storage location of 
new Virtual Hard Drives (*.VHD files), Saved 
States (*.VSV files) and Undo Drives (*.VUD 
files).  

Issue:  

How to change the default storage location of new Virtual Hard Drives (*.VHD files), Saved States (*.VSV 
files) and Undo Drives (*.VUD files). 
 
New Virtual Hard Drive, Saved State and Undo Drive files can use a large amount of hard drive space so 
users may want to change the location where these files are kept. The default location of these files is on 
the system partition in a sub-folder under Documents and Settings. Because the system partition is often 
smaller than partitions reserved for data it is often desirable to change the location of these files to save 
space on the system partition.  
Users with roaming profiles may also wish to change the location to prevent long delays when logging in 
or out, delays can occur when large amounts of data in their user profile is stored on a remote server.  

Solution:  

 
By editing the registry the default location for storing Virtual Hard Drive, Saved State and Undo Drive files 
can be changed to any location the user chooses. 
 
*** This solution involves editing the System Registry. If you are unfamiliar or uncomfortable with editing 
the registry do not attempt this solution. Implementation of this solution is intended for System 
Administrators. 
 
*** Using this solution to change the location of new Virtual Hard Drive files only affects files created 
with the New PC Wizard. Virtual Hard Drive files created with the Virtual Disk Wizard will always default 
to the last location specified when a Virtual Hard Drive file was created with the Virtual Disk Wizard, this 
is intentional. 
 
Changing the default location involves creating a new Registry Key and a corresponding value for each of 
the file types involved. To change any or all of the default locations you will need to create the following 
Registry Key: 
 
"HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\Connectix\Virtual PC\4.0\Preferences\Paths" 
 
Once the 'Paths' key has been created you need to create a value for each of the storage locations you 
wish to change. To change the location of new Virtual Hard Drives create a value named 
'DefaultNewDrivePath', for Saved states a value named 'DefaultSavedStatePath', and for Undo Drives 
create a value named 'DefaultUndoDrivePath'. Each of the values is a String Value, the Value data is the 
path to the location you wish to store the file. The following example demonstrates how to store Undo 
Drive files in a folder named 'VPC Undo Drives' on a computers D Drive. 
 
Make sure Virtual PC is not running when you make this registry change. If VPC is running when you edit 
the registry you will need to close and re-launch the application before the changes will take effect. 
 
1. Open the Registry Editor. From the 'Start' menu select 'Run...' and type 'regedit'. 
2. Browse to "HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\Connectix\Virtual PC\4.0\Preferences". 
3. With the 'Preferences' key open go to the 'Edit' menu, select 'New' and then 'Key'. 
4. Rename the new key (New Key #1) as 'Paths'. 
5. Right click on the 'Paths' key, highlight 'New', and click on 'String Value', this will create a value named 
'New Value #1'. 
6. Rename the new string value 'DefaultUndoDrivePath'. 



7. Right Click on the 'DefaultUndoDrivePath' value and select 'Modify', this will allow you to define the 
string value. 
8. In the field under 'Value data:' enter the path "D:\VPC Undo Drives". 
9. Close the Registry Editor and launch Virtual PC, the change is now in effect.  
 
To change the location of new Virtual Hard Drive files the steps are the same but you will create a string 
value named 'DefaultNewDrivePath' and enter the path to the desired location of *.VHD files. 
To change the location of Saved State files the steps are the same but you will create a string value 
named 'DefaultSavedStatePath' and enter the path to the desired location of *.VSV files. 
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42. Crash (Blue Screen of Death) when running 
Virtual PC on Windows 9x/Me host operating 
system.  

Issue:  

Random infrequent crash containing the text, "VXD SBPCI(01)" on the BSOD. Windows 98 and Windows 
ME do not enable DMA by default. Turning on DMA will increase performance slightly and resolve this 
BSOD error. 

Solution:  

Enable Direct Memory Access (DMA) on your IDE devices (hard drives and CD-ROM drives) in your host 
operating system. This is done by opening Device Manager, selecting the individual IDE device, opening 
properties (and/or settings) for the device, and adding a checkmark to the DMA option. 
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43. When using Remote Control (VNC) to connect 
to a Virtual PC guest, I am getting strange 
behavior with the mouse.  

Issue:  

Mouse pointer tracking is substantially off. It looks strange but is still usable over a Local Area Network 
(LAN) connection. It is unusable on a slow connection such as a 56K modem connection. Remote Control 
is a new feature added to Virtual PC 4.3 and later. 



Solution:  

Install the VPC Additions into your guest. Virtual PC Additions provides several capabilities that integrate 
the host PC and a virtual machine including Pointer Integration which corrects this mouse tracking 
problem. 
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44. Some keyboard characters appear as numbers 
on my laptop  

Issue:  

Sometimes the keyboard produces numbers instead of characters when a VM (Guest OS) is launched on 
a laptop. When you install Virtual PC 4.3 or earlier for the first time, the Num Lock key is enabled by 
default. For laptop users this is may be troublesome because most laptop users do not have a separate 
Num Lock keypad. The end result is since the Num Lock key is ON, when the user launches a VM, certain 
characters on the keyboard will appear as numbers when pressed. 

Solution:  

To disable the Num Lock key on startup, please follow these steps: 
1) Launch Virtual PC, go the “File” menu in the PC List, and choose “Preferences.” 
2) Select the “Keyboard” global setting, and uncheck “Start PCs with Num Lock enabled.” 
3) Click OK.  
The Num Lock key will be disabled next time the user starts a virtual machine.  
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45. When I try to install Windows 98/Me onto a 
guest VM, I get the following error message in 
DOS: “Cannot create a temporary partition. If 
you have HPFS or NTFS installed on your hard 
drive, you will need to create an MS-DOS 
partition to set up Windows.”  

Issue:  



When a user launches the PC Setup Wizard to create their PC, Virtual PC attempts to make the process 
as seamless as possible. When the user chooses the operating system they are going to install, Virtual PC 
creates and formats the corresponding drive image accordingly. For Windows 98 and Windows Me, a 
FAT32 formatted image is created. When the new PC is booted for the first time, an error stating that no 
OS is installed will be encountered because an operating system has not yet been installed. To install an 
OS, a bootable CD or boot floppy with CD ROM drivers is necessary. If the PC-DOS boot disk is used to 
boot a FAT 32 formatted drive, it will enable CD ROM support but when the user tries to install Windows 
98 or Me the installation will fail because the hard drive cannot be recognized because PC-DOS does not 
support a FAT 32 or NTFS formated drives. 

Solution:  

1. If a user has a bootable Windows 98/Me CD, they can insert that into Virtual PC, restart the guest VM, 
and they can install Windows 98/Me directly from the CD. 
 
2. If a user does NOT have a bootable CD, they can create one with their host operating system, 
provided they have the correct operating system on their host (i.e. the user would need Windows 98 or 
Windows Me on their host to make a successful boot floppy) or create the boot floppy on another PC that 
is running Windows 98 or Me. 
 
3. Create a new PC and specify DOS as the operating system that will be installed. This will create a 2 GB 
FAT16 volume. The PC DOS boot disk may be used to boot and access the CD ROM to install Windows. 
The disadvantage to this method is that the maximum size of the drive image is 2 GB. PC DOS FAT16 
images cannot grow past 2 GB. Furthermore, 2 GB is the largest disk that DOS can support. This is a 
limitation of DOS. Also, note that DOS can't recognize FAT 32 or NTFS file systems. 
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46. Multiple Monitors and Virtual PC's Password 
Security  

Issue:  

Because there can only be a single instance of DirectX implemented on the host OS there is a problem 
with enabling Full-Screen Password Protection on a multiple display machine. When a VM is in full screen 
mode the host OS is using DirectX for display that is currently displaying the active window (which is the 
VM). Once another item or window becomes the currently active object Virtual PC is immediately forced 
into windowed mode, thus causing a breach in password security.  
 
For example, if a VM is being displayed on a secondary monitor and the user clicks the desktop of the 
primary monitor the VM will immediately switch to windowed mode as the user’s desktop has just 
become the active object. This will also occur if a modal dialogue presents itself or another application 
presents a message to the user (such as an Internet application opening a chat window sent from 
another user). 

Solution:  

Virtual PC is unable to control this action, it is a limitation of the host OS, and therefore we do not have a 
current work around or fix. Administrators should be aware of this issue and not attempt to use Virtual 



PC on multiple display machines when security for locking users out of the host machines file system is of 
high importance. 
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47. Novell NetWare 5.1 will not install on a host 
computer that has a Pentium 4 CPU.  

Issue:  

NetWare 5.1 will not install on a P4 host computer, the install hangs when SYMCJIT.NLM attempts to 
load. If you switch to Console view (<CTRL><ESC> key combination, option 1> after the install hangs 
the NetWare will report that the system is out of memory and that the installation has failed. 

Solution:  

This is a known issue with NetWare 5.1 and Novell has posted a patch and detailed directions for how to 
correct this problem at: http://support.novell.com/servlet/tidfinder/2958220 . 
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48. Choppy sound quality when using the xmms 
player (in Red Hat Linux).  

Issue:  

When attempting to play mp3 files in Red Hat Linux as a guest OS, the sound may break up or sound 
choppy. 

Solution:  

This is a known issue. Connectix is looking into a solution. 
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49. Windows Screen Saver stops running 
automatically in a VM in the background if 
fullscreen is applied to a second VMs running 
in the foreground.  

Issue:  

This occurs when multiple VMs are running and a VM in the background has a Screen Saver actively 
running. In another Virtual Machine, switch to fullscreen mode and back to Windowed. This will cause the 
VMs in the background to no longer be idle and therefore the screen saver in the background VMs to 
automatically stop. 

Solution:  

This is as designed. 
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50. How to create an image of my physical hard 
drive into a Virtual PC drive image.  

Issue:  

I want to create/transfer an exact image of my physical hard drive into a Virtual PC drive image so that 
my virtual hard drive in the guest is a duplicate of the hard drive on my host. 

Solution:  

Use Virtual Disk Wizard to transfer your data in a drive image by following the steps listed below. (Note - 
This feature is only enabled on host machines with Windows XP, Windows 2000 and Windows NT. It is 
not supported on Windows ME or Windows 98.) 
 
There are two ways to transfer data off your host machine's hard drive to a drive image. 
1. Transfer the data from the host machine's physical drive into a drive image. 
2. Transfer the data from a particular volume (partition) on the host machine's physical drive into a drive 
image. 
 
For example, if the host machine hard drive has 2 partitions C and D, you can select one partition and 
transfer it into a drive image. 
 
I. Transfer the data from the host machine's physical drive into a drive image: 
 
1. Launch the virtual disk wizard. Press “next” to move to the next page. 
 
2. Choose the first option "Create new floppy or hard disk image". Press “next” to move to the next page. 
 
3. Choose the first option "Create hard disk image". Press “next” to move to the next page. 



 
4. Enter a disk image location (eg. c:\PhysicalDrive.vhd). Press “next” to move to the next page. 
 
5. Choose the last option "Disk image linked to a host physical drive". On selecting this option, a warning 
dialog box will pop up. Press Ok and move onto the next page. 
 
6. This page will now display a list of all the physical hard drives present on the host machine. Select the 
physical hard drive (Eg. \\.\PHYSICALDRIVE0) whose data you want to transfer into a drive image. There 
is a check box "Make this hard disk image read-only" on this page. By default it is enabled. Leave it 
checked as we only need to read data off the physical drive. Press “next” to complete the wizard. 
 
7. In the above steps, we created a drive image c:\PhysicalDrive.vhd. This file is a shortcut to the actual 
drive (\\.\PHYSICALDRIVE0).  
 
8. Now launch the virtual disk wizard again. Press “next” to move to the next page. 
 
9. Choose the second option "Examine or modify existing disk image". Press “next” to move to the next 
page. 
 
10. Click browse and select "c:\PhysicalDrive.vhd". Press “next” to move to the next page. 
 
11. Choose the first option "Convert the physical drive to a dynamically expanding disk image". Press 
“next” to move to the next page. 
 
12. Enter the name of the drive image into which you want to transfer the physical host drive 
(\\.\PHYSICALDRIVE0) data. The file should be located on a drive that has enough free space to 
accomodate all the data on (\\.\PHYSICALDRIVE0). 
 
CAUTION : The location of this drive image should not be on the drive you want to transfer data from. 
 
On completion of the wizard, the conversion procedure will start. This is a very time consuming process. 
The amount of time needed to transfer depends on how big the source drive is. 
 
 
II. Transfer the data from a particular volume (partition) on the host machine's physical drive into a drive 
image. 
 
1. Repeat the above steps 1-4. 
5. Choose the option "Disk image linked to a host volume". Select the volume (Eg. VOLUME_LABEL(C:)) 
whose data you want to transfer into a drive image. There is a check box "Make this hard disk image 
read-only" on this page. By default it is enabled. Leave it checked as we only need to read data off the 
volume. Press next to complete the wizard. 
6. Repeat the above steps 6-12. 
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51. The "Repair" and "Modify" options are 
available when double-clicking the VPC 
installer when VPC is already installed.  

Issue:  



If users run the Virtual PC Installer when Virtual PC is already installed, they will be presented with two 
options - "Repair" or "Modify". 

Solution:  

Both of these options do not function with the Virtual PC 4.2 or Virtual PC 4.3 installers. Connectix is 
aware of the problem and is investigating a fix. 
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52. After installing a Windows NT Service Pack, 
Drag and Drop/ Folder Sharing don’t work 
correctly anymore.  

Issue:  

The Windows NT Service Packs contain updates that overwrite files installed by the Virtual PC Additions 
causing features of the Additions not to function anymore.  

Solution:  

Installing a Windows NT Service Pack requires reinstallation of the Virtual PC Additions. 
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53. Updating to a newer version of Virtual PC may 
cause reactivation of your Windows XP guest  

Issue:  

The first time I launched my Windows XP guest after running the Virtual PC Updater on my host, I was 
prompted by Windows XP to reactivate the operating system.  

Solution:  

You can call Microsoft using the telephone number displayed on the activation screen of Windows XP to 
reactivate the software. You can also reactivate Windows XP over the internet if you have not exceeded 
the maximum number of activations permitted for your product key. If your attempting to reactivate 
Windows XP over the internet using a dialup connection, make sure your host is connected to the 



internet before attempting to reactivate in the guest. This is caused by a new feature in Windows XP 
called Microsoft Product Activation. It is anti-piracy technology designed to verify that software products 
have been legitimately licensed. This aims to reduce a form of piracy known as casual copying. Product 
Activation works by verifying that a software program's product key has not been used on more personal 
computers than intended by the software's license. If you overhaul your computer by replacing a 
substantial number of hardware components, it may appear to be a different PC. You may have to 
reactivate Windows XP. If you are running Windows XP as a guest and upgrade to a new version of 
Virtual PC, the new features in Virtual PC may also require you to reactivate Windows XP.  
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54. Pressing "ESC" key inside the guest (Windows 
XP only) brings up the host's "Start" menu.  

Issue:  

Due to a problem in the host's keyboard driver (Windows XP Only), pressing "ESC" key inside the guest 
after using "Ctrl Alt +" key combination 
brings up the host's "Start" menu. 

Solution:  

To avoid this problem, press left or right "Ctrl" key after pressing "Ctrl Alt +" key combination, and then 
use "ESC" key.  
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55. After uninstalling the Virtual PC 4.0-4.2 trial 
or full version, I'm unable to install or reinstall 
any version of Virtual PC.  

Issue:  

After uninstalling the Virtual PC 4.0 , 4.1 or 4.2 trial or full versions, I'm unable to install or reinstall any 
version of Virtual PC. When I try to reinstall Virtual PC, I receive the message "You must uninstall the 
previous version of Virtual PC, Virtual PC will now quit." This happens even when Virtual PC is uninstalled.  

Solution:  

Please remove any/all of the following keys from your Windows Registry: 
 



"HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\Software\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Uninstall\{5aa3c880-955c-11d4-
8bb8-00010278e293}" 
"HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\Software\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Uninstall\{5aa3c880-955c-11d4-
8bb8-00010278e294}" 
"HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\Software\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Uninstall\{5aa3c880-955c-11d4-
8bb8-00010278e295}" 
"HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\Software\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Uninstall\{5aa3c880-955c-11d4-
8bb8-00010278e296}" 
 
Note: You can access the Registry by going to the "Start Menu", choosing "Run" and typing the word 
"Regedit". 
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56. Network deployment of Ghost image to VM 
takes a long time.  

Issue:  

Network deployment of Ghost image to VM takes a long time. 

Solution:  

This is a known issue and has been reproduced by Connectix internally. Connectix is aware of this 
problem and hopes to correct it in an upcoming release. Currently try to make your Ghost image as small 
as possible to ensure faster network deployment. Notice that network deployment of split Ghost images 
won't work (Please refer to Symantec KDB articles). 
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57. Virtual PC for Windows 5.x and later does not 
run on machines that use the Transmeta 
Crusoe or AMD K6 CPU.  

Issue:  

Virtual PC for Windows 5.x and later does not run on machines that use the Transmeta Crusoe or AMD 
K6 CPU.  

Solution:  



Virtual PC version 5.0 introduced a number of optimization and BIOS/hardware changes to the Virtual PC 
application. Specfically, Virtual PC 5.x and later require a processor with an APIC. These changes prevent 
Virtual PC from being run on the Transmeta Crusoe or AMD k6 CPUs as neither of these processors have 
a hardware APIC. 
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58. Virtual PC 4.0 for Windows serial number no 
longer works when upgrading to Virtual PC 
5.0.  

Issue:  

Virtual PC 4.0 for Windows serial number no longer works when upgrading to 
Virtual PC 5.0.  

Solution:  

Although legitimate Virtual PC 4.0 serial numbers will function normally with Virtual PC 5.0, a number of 
known pirated Virtual PC 4.0 serial numbers were intentionally disabled in Virtual PC 5. 
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59. Virtual PC 5.0 application won't launch after 
installation on Windows 2000  

Issue:  

Some users have reported problems where Virtual PC 5.0 does not launch after installing it on Windows 
2000. Below are examples of the error messages a user might encounter if they have this problem. 
"Problem with Shortcut: The installation source for this product is not available. Verify that the source 
exists and that you can access it." 
"Windows Explorer: Unable to run this command." 
 

Solution:  

Restart Windows manually on the host PC. 
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60. Installing the 440 BX Chipset Drivers for 
Windows 95  

Issue:  

Windows 95 Retail and OSR1 were released prior to the introduction of the 440 BX Chipset so Microsoft 
drivers were not included on the Windows 95 Retail and OSR1 installation CDs \ floppy disks for the 
chipset emulated under VPC 5.0. By installing the Intel drivers under these OSes DMA transfer mode can 
be enabled which will improve performance over that obtained when PIO Mode is implemented (which 
must be used if the Intel Drivers are not installed). 

Solution:  

Please download the latest drivers from Intel, they can be found at: 
http://www.intel.com/design/chipsets/drivers/busmastr  
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61. Multiple Monitors and Virtual PC's Password 
Security  

Issue:  

Because there can only be a single instance of DirectX implemented on the host OS there is a problem 
with enabling Full-Screen Password Protection on a multiple display machine. When a VM is in full screen 
mode the host OS is using DirectX for display that is currently displaying the active window (which is the 
VM). Once another item or window becomes the currently active object we are immediately forced into 
windowed mode, thus causing a breach in password security.  
 
For example, if a VM is being displayed on a secondary monitor and the user clicks the desktop of the 
primary monitor the VM will immediately switch to windowed mode as the user’s desktop has just 
become the active object. This will also occur if a modal dialogue presents itself or another application 
presents a message to the user (such as an Internet application opening a chat window sent from 
another user). 

Solution:  

VPC is unable to control this action, it is a limitation of the host OS, and therefore we do not have a 
current work around or fix. Administrators should be aware of this issue and not attempt to use VPC on 
multiple display machines when security for locking users out of the host machines file system is of high 
importance 
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62. When I try to boot Windows 2000 or XP in a 
Virtual Machine I encounter a blue screen 
indicating an error at: 0x00000079 
(0x00000004, 0x0000AC31, 0x00000000, 
0x00000000).  

Issue:  

What has occurred is the operating system was installed with ACPI (Advanced Configuration Power 
Interface) enabled and has now been booted in a VM that is not ACPI enabled. This can occur if a new 
Virtual Machine is created in the PC List and the default BIOS settings are used, by default ACPI is not 
enabled, it must be turned on manually in the BIOS. This is only an issue if installed with ACPI enabled 
and then disable it. If you install with it disabled and the enable it the OS should still boot, but it will not 
take advantage of the benefits offered by ACPI. 

Solution:  

If you wish to continue using this drive image you will need to enable ACPI. If you wish to run a Windows 
2000 or XP operating system without ACPI you will need to install it with ACPI disabled in the BIOS. 
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63. I set the BIOS to boot with ‘Num Lock’ 
enabled but it is off after I boot Windows 
2000 or XP  

Issue:  

When Windows 2000 and XP shut down the current state of the ‘Num Lock’ key is stored in the Registry. 
The next time the operating system is started again it will restore the key to the same state.  

Solution:  

This is the intended behavior of the operating systems and is not a bug in the VPC BIOS 
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64. Novell NetWare 5.1 will not install on a host 
computer that has a Pentium 4 CPU  

Issue:  

NetWare 5.1 will not install on a P4 host computer, the install hangs when SYMCJIT.NLM attempts to 
load. If you switch to Console view (<CTRL><ESC> key combination, option 1> after the install hangs 
the NetWare will report that the system is out of memory and that the installation has failed.  

Solution:  

This is a known issue with NetWare 5.1 and Novell has posted a patch and detailed directions for how to 
correct this problem at: http://support.novell.com/servlet/tidfinder/2958220 . 
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65. Unable to authenticate with a domain 
controller running Active Directory  

Issue:  

When attempting to authenticate a user account on a guest OS that supports active directory (Windows 
2000, Windows XP) against a domain controller which is running active directory a user may be unable to 
or experience long delays when attempting to login. This may occur if there are network drives 
configured to be mapped to the local machine every time a user logs in. 
 
For example, the domain administrator can configure all user accounts to map a network drive to the 
users corresponding folder on a companies fileserver, in this case the user may experience the delay or 
login failure as the guest VM attempts to resolve these resources. We are currently researching why 
these clients are unable to resolve these network resources with the domain controllers. 

Solution:  

Use an account that the network administrator has not applied policies to map network resources when 
the user attempts to log into the domain. The administrator may also remove these policies from your 
current user account. 
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66. I have two game ports appearing in Device 
Manager in my Windows 95 operating system 
installation. This is only an issue with the 
Windows 95 operating system; it does not 
apply to any other Windows operating system  

Issue:  

After installing Windows 95a or 95OSR2 users will see a duplicate entry for their game port in Device 
Manager. This is due to Windows 95 detecting our emulated game port and a game port instance being 
installed by the Sound Blaster 16 compatible driver. It is possible to disable the second instance of the 
game port without causing any malfunctions in the operating system, or it can be left alone with no 
undesirable results. There is no need to worry as the second game port is not using any hardware 
resources needed Windows.  

Solution:  

Connectix is aware of this, there is not currently a fix for removing the second game port instance. As it 
will not affect the operation of Windows 95 we recommend disabling the second game port. If you find 
that it does cause a conflict with another device then disable the second game port in Device Manager. 
Uninstalling the device will not work as the device will be detected and re-installed upon rebooting 
Windows 95 
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67. Pressing CTRL+ALT+DEL compromises 
password security when it is enabled for 
exiting full-screen mode  

Issue:  

If the key combination of CTRL+ALT+DEL is used to open the Windows Security console of the host OS 
then Virtual PC’s password security is over ridden and the user can gain access to the host’s operating 
system. Under Windows NT4, Windows 2000, and Windows XP it is not possible to disable the use of the 
key combination CTRL+ALT+DEL. The local machine’s administrator needs to edit the system registry to 
disable the<Shut Down>, <Log Off…>, <Lock Computer>, <Change Password>, and the <Task 
Manager> buttons in the Window’s Security console. 

Solution:  



Below is a registry script that can be used to disable all five of the buttons on the Security Console.  
 
*** This solution involves editing the System Registry. If you are unfamiliar or uncomfortable with editing 
the registry do not attempt this solution. Implementation of this solution is intended for System 
Administrators. 
If you wish to re-enable any of the buttons you will need to locate the corresponding value in the 
Registry and then delete it or change its value from (1) to (0).  
 
You can also manually disable any one or all of the keys manually. The Registry paths and the values that 
belong under them are as follows: 
 
[HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Policies\Explorer]  
 
"NoClose" and a Dword Value of (1)  
"NoLogOff" and a Dword Value of (1) 
 
[HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Policies\System]  
 
"DisableLockWorkstation" and a Dword Value of (1) 
"DisableTaskMgr" and a Dword Value of (1) 
"DisableChangePassword" and a Dword Value of (1) 
 
You can cut and paste the following into a text file, save it as a .reg file (example: NoButton.REG), and 
then open the file. It will automatically merge the changes into your registry. After you save the file as a 
text file you can simply rename it with a .reg extension to save it as a registry file. 
 
REGEDIT4 
 
[HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Policies]  
 
[HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Policies\Explorer]  
 
"NoClose"=dword:00000001  
"NoLogOff"=dword:00000001  
 
[HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Policies\System]  
 
"DisableLockWorkstation"=dword:00000001 
"DisableTaskMgr"=dword:00000001 
"DisableChangePassword"=dword:00000001  
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68. When shutting down a guest PC, the window 
doesn't close and displays the message, "Its 
now safe to shut down your PC"  

Issue:  



When shutting down a guest PC, the window doesn't close and displays the message, "Its now safe to 
shut down your PC"  

Solution:  

When shutting down a guest PC, the window doesn't close and displays the message, "It is now safe to 
shut down your PC". 
 
Issue: 
When shutting down a guest PC, the window doesn't close and displays the message, "It is now safe to 
shut down your PC" 
 
Solution: 
Changes made to the emulated hardware in VPC5 change the behavior of a guest PC when shutting 
down. 
 
There are 3 methods to automatically close the window: 
 
1. When installing new Windows OSes, enable ACPI in the guest PC's BIOS before installing the guest 
Windows OS 
 
2. In existing guest PC's that were not set up with ACPI, install the Microsoft "NT APM/Legacy Support" 
driver. This will allow the OS to shut down correctly and close the window. To install this component, go 
to "Add/Remove Hardware" and manually select "NT APM/Legacy Support" from the list of hardware 
types. 
 
3. Modify the Registry to close the window on halt. This will also close the window if the OS 'blue-
screens'. 
 
Enter the following key: 
HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\Connectix\Virtual PC\4.0\Preferences\VM 
DWORD: "Shut Down on HLT" 
 
Value of 1 closes window 
Value of 0 does not close window 
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69. Creating a Windows 98 Emergency Boot Disk 
(EBD) from PC DOS 2000  

Issue:  

How do I create a boot disk to install Windows 98 or Windows 98 SE?  

Solution:  

Creating a Windows 98 SE Emergency Boot Disk (EBD) from PC DOS 2000 
 
1. Start the PC DOS 2000 guest. 



2. Run the Virtual Disk Wizard and create a new floppy disk image (.VFD). 
a. From the Virtual PC List, click File, then Virtual Disk Wizard. 
b. Follow the Wizards prompts, click Next. 
c. Select Create new floppy or hard disk image and click Next. 
d. Select Create new floppy disk image and click Next. 
e. Enter a name for the disk image, "Windows 98SE Emergency Boot Disk", browse to a location to save 
the disk, click Save. Note the location of the disk. 
f. Click Next to continue and click Finish to complete the disk creation. 
3. Mount the new disk image, "Windows 98SE Emergency Boot Disk", created in step 2. 
a. Drag and drop the "Windows 98SE Emergency Boot Disk.VFD" disk image on the PC DOS 2000 guest's 
floppy disk icon located in the lower left corner of the Virtual PC toolbar. 
b. Alternately, right-click the floppy icon, select "Capture Image", and browse to the location the 
"Windows 98SE startup disk" was saved to in step 1e. Double-click the file to mount it. 
4. Insert and capture Windows 98 SE CD-ROM. 
5. Change to the CD-ROM drive, usually D or E, by typing "D:" or 'E:" and press enter. 
6. Change to the OLDMSDOS directory by typing "CD\TOOLS\OLDMSDOS" and press enter. 
7. Run SMARTDRV.EXE by typing "SMARTDRV.EXE" and press enter. Note: Smartdrv.exe is not needed to 
create the disk image, but increases the speed of the creation of the EBD diskette. 
8. Change to the FAT32EBD directory by typing " CD\TOOLS\MTSUTIL\FAT32EBD" and press enter. 
9. Run FAT32EDB.EXE by typing "FAT32EBD.EXE" and press enter. 
10. Follow the prompts to create a FAT32 EBD. 
a. Enter "Y" to continue, and press enter. 
b. Copy Smartdrv.exe to the disk image by typing "COPY E:\TOOLS\OLDMSDOS\SMARTDRV.EXE A:" and 
press enter. 
11. Reboot the PC DOS 2000 guest to verify that the disk works. 
a. If the disk was created correctly, the screen should display "Microsoft Windows 98 Startup Menu" and 
give 2 options. Press enter to select "1. Start computer with CD-ROM support." 
b. When the disk has finished booting, there should be an "A:\> " prompt. 
12. Verify that the CD-ROM drive is accessible.  
a. Verify that the Windows 98 CD-ROM is still in the drive and captured by the PC DOS 2000 guest 
b. Change to the CD-ROM drive, usually D or E, by typing "D:" or 'E:" and press enter. 
c. Type "dir" and press enter. This should display the contents of the Windows 98 SE CD-ROM. There 
should be a "Win98 <DIR>" listed on the screen. 
13. This Emergency Startup Disk is not the same as the Windows 98 Startup Disk that is created during 
the Windows 98 installation or from the Control Panel in Windows 98SE. This is a feature-limited 
emergency floppy disk. 
14. To install Windows 98SE from a non-bootable CD-ROM, please see the Knowledge Database article 
"Installing Windows 98 SE" 
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70. Using Virtual Disk Wizard to Create Custom 
Virtual Hard Drive Images  

Issue:  

How do I create a custom drive image for installing my guest OS? 

Solution:  



The Virtual Disk Wizard allows the user more precise control over the type, format, and size of a Virtual 
Hard Drive (.VHD). 
 
To start the Virtual Disk Wizard, first start Virtual PC, then click File, Virtual Disk Wizard. 
 
To create a custom virtual hard drive image: 
 
1. Click Next to start the Wizard. 
2. Select 'Create new floppy or hard disk image' and click 'Next'. 
3. Select 'Create hard disk image' and click 'Next'. 
4. Click 'Browse' to select a location. 
5. Enter a name for the drive image, and click 'Save.' 
6. Click 'Next' to continue. 
7. Select a 'Hard Disk Image Type'. The options are: 
a. Dynamically expanding disk image-this image expands it's size by 2MB to the maximum size specified 
or the limit of the hard disk. 
b. Fixed size disk image-creates a disk image file that is the actual size specified, i.e., a 10GB fixed drive 
image, will take up 10GB of drive space, regardless of how much data is loaded in it. 
c. Differencing disk image-this image file is linked to a second 'parent' disk image. The new image only 
contains the data/files that have been changed from the 'parent image.' The 'parent' drive image that will 
be linked to must be created prior to the 'child' differencing image. 
d. Disk image linked to a host volume-The image file refers to a partition on your host computer's hard 
drive. Please see the Virtual PC manual for important information regarding this drive image. 
e. Disk image linked to a host physical drive-The image file refers to a hard drive on your host system. 
Please see the Virtual PC manual for important information regarding this drive image. 
8. After selecting the type of drive you want, click 'Next' to continue. 
9. Select the 'Disk Format and Size'. Check with the OS you will be installing for compatibility of drive 
images. 
a. FAT32-Windows 95 2.x, 98, ME, 2000, XP. Maximum size is 130557MB* 
b. FAT16-DOS, Windows 3.x, 95a, NT. Maxiumum size is 2000MB* 
c. Unformatted-Linux, Unix, Windows installations with NTFS. Maximum size is 130557MB* 
* Actual drive image size will be limited to available drive space. You can create a 120GB drive image, but 
it can only expand to the host's physical drive size. 
10. Click 'Next' to continue. 
11. Click 'Finish' to create the drive image. Note, large fixed drive images will take several minutes to 
create. 
12. Click 'Close' when the Wizard has completed the drive creation. 
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71. Virtual PC Emulated Ethernet Switch for 
Windows NT 4.0 Installation and 
Configuration  

Issue:  

Installation and Configuration of Virtual PC Emulated Ethernet Switch for Windows NT 4.0  

Solution:  



Introduction 
 
The Virtual PC Emulated Ethernet Switch for Windows NT 4.0 driver (VPCNetNT.sys) is an NDIS 
Intermediate driver. In order for it to function correctly, it must be bound to one or more Ethernet 
adapters. These Ethernet adapters may either be real physical Network Interface Cards (NIC) or the 
Microsoft Loopback adapter. Additional configuration is required in order for Guest to Host networking to 
function. 
 
Requirements 
 
The VPCNetNT.sys driver requires Windows NT 4.0 Service Pack 3 or later to function. Connectix highly 
recommends installing the latest service pack before installing the VPCNetNT.sys driver. Your Host 
computer must also be connected to an Ethernet network or have the MS Loopback adapter installed. 
Installation 
 
You may install the VPCNetNT.sys driver in one of three ways: 
 
1) As a Custom Install option from the Virtual PC Installer 
2) By running the INSTALL.BAT file in the Connectix Virtual PC\Utilities\VPCNetSvNT directory 
3) By pressing the Install… button in the Protocols tab of the Network Control Panel Applet (NCPA) and 
entering the path to the Connectix Virtual PC\Utilities\VPCNetSvNT directory. 
 
During installation, the installation script will attempt to set up the driver's bindings to maximize the 
functionality of the VPCNetNT.sys driver. The details of this configuration are given in the following 
section. 
 
Configuration 
 
During installation the VPCNetNT.sys driver's installation script will create a new virtual adapter for every 
Ethernet adapter currently installed. The script will also create a virtual adapter each time a new Ethernet 
adapter is installed into the system. There is a one-to-one mapping between virtual adapters and the 
Ethernet adapters. The mapping is indicated in the name of the virtual adapter. Packets sent or received 
by the Host computer through the virtual adapter will actually be sent or received through the virtual 
adapter's associated Ethernet adapter. 
 
To make Guest to Host networking possible, the Host's protocol drivers must be bound to the virtual NIC 
rather than the associated Ethernet adapter. This gives the driver the opportunity to inspect and inject 
Ethernet packet's in the Host's protocol stack.  
 
In NCPA after the VPCNetNT.sys driver is installed, there is one Ethernet adapter named "[1] NETGEAR 
FA310TX Fast Ethernet PCI Adapter" installed in the system. During the VPCNetNT.sys driver's 
installation, a new virtual adapter named "[2] Virtual PC Emulated Ethernet Switch -> [1] NETGEAR 
FA310TX Fast Ethernet PCI Adapter" is created. The Host's protocol drivers are bound to the virtual 
adapter and the bindings disabled on the Ethernet adapter. The sole exception to this rule is the protocol 
named "Virtual PC Emulated Ethernet Switch (Protocol)." Because the VPCNetNT.sys driver needs to bind 
to a specific Ethernet adapter, it also appears as a protocol. This protocol must be enabled on the 
Ethernet adapter, but disabled on the virtual adapter to prevent circular references. 
 
Although, the installation script attempts to adjust the bindings to allow for Guest to Host networking, it 
cannot automatically copy the protocol settings from the Ethernet adapter to the virtual adapter. You 
must copy the settings manually. Before installing the VPCNetNT.sys driver, write down the current 
protocol settings for each Ethernet adapter. During installation of the VPCNetNT.sys driver, you may be 
prompted to configure specific protocols. Configure the protocols bound to each virtual adapter using the 
same settings you copied from each Ethernet adapter. 
 
If you need to disable the VPCNetNT.sys driver on a single network adapter, you must: 
1) Disable the Virtual PC Emulated Ethernet Switch adapter corresponding to the desired network adapter  
2) Disable the Virtual PC Emulated Ethernet Switch (Protocol) binding to the desired network adapter. 
3) Manually enable all other protocol bindings to the desired network adapter. 
 



 
Removal 
 
You may remove the VPCNetNT.sys driver in one of three ways: 
 
1) By removing Virtual PC for Windows through the installer 
2) By running the REMOVE.BAT file in the Connectix Virtual PC\Utilities\VPCNetSvNT directory 
3) By selecting the Virtual PC Emulated Ethernet Switch (Protocol) in the Protocols tab of the Network 
Control Panel Applet (NCPA) and pressing the Remove button. 
 
After removing the VPCNetNT.sys driver, you must manually re-enable the protocol bindings to your 
network adapter(s). 
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72. Installing Novell NetWare 5.1 in Virtual PC on 
Pentium IV (4) hardware  

Issue:  

When Installing Novell NetWare 5.1 on a Pentium IV, the install hangs when SYMCJIT.NLM is loaded 

Solution:  

This is a known issue with Novell NetWare and Pentium IV CPU's. Please see the Novell site for the 
proper work-around procedure for installing Novell NetWare 5.1 on a Pentium 4. 
 
The related Novell KB documents are:  
 
2958220 - Pentium 4 and NetWare 5.1 install 
 
10064269 - How to Install NetWare 5.1 on a Pentium 4 machine.  
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73. How to migrate Guest OSes installed in the 
Virtual PC Trial to the retail version of Virtual 
PC  

Issue:  

How do I move all the guest OSes I installed into the retail version without having to re-install each one? 

Solution:  

When you un-install the trial, the .VHD drive image files are not removed, only the Registry entries that 
keep the guest OS configuration information. Here's how to export and import those files. 
 
****Please Note: This process involves modifying the Registry of Windows**** 
****incorrect entries in the Registry can cause damage to Windows and **** 
****make thesystem unstable or unbootable. Proceed at your own risk.**** 
****Connectix recommends you back up your system before proceeding.**** 
 
 
If you have guest OSes that you want to save, you can use this procedure to migrate your guests: 
1. Start Regedit, click Start, then Run and type "regedit". Press enter. 
2. Go to the "HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\Connectix Key"  
3. Export the key: 
a. Select the "Connectix" key 
b. Click "File" and select "Export" 
c. Enter a temporary name for the key, click "Desktop" from the left menu and click "Save". 
d. Verify that the file is saved to the Desktop, if not, locate the file. 
4. Uninstall the Virtual PC trial version by running the Autorun.exe in the C:\Program 
Files\Connectix\Virtual PC Online Trial folder, and selecting Remove from the menu. 
5. Reboot the system 
6. Install the full version of Virtual PC 
7. Reboot system to finish installation 
8. Open the exported file from step 3 with Wordpad. 
9. Find and replace "Virtual PC Trial" with "Virtual PC" 
a. Click Edit, then Replace 
b. Enter "Virtual PC Trial" in "Find what" 
c. Enter "Virtual PC" in Replace with 
10. Save the file and exit 
11. Double-click the file to import in Registry, click "Yes" to confirm the import of settings. 
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74. Installing the Trial Version of Virtual PC Fails 
with error  

Issue:  



When trying to install Virtual PC 4.3 trial, the error: "Extracted file failed. It is most likely caused by low 
memory (low disk space for swapping file) or corrupted Cabinet file, and -2147023829: Internal error in 
Windows Installer.  

Solution:  

This is caused by an old version of the Windows Installer.  
 
To check the version of Windows Installer, click Start, then Run, and type MSIEXEC. A dialog box will 
appear and display the version of the installer. The most current version of the installer is 2.0 and is 
available from Microsoft's website. 
 
Windows NT or 2000 
http://www.microsoft.com/downloads/release.asp?ReleaseID=32832&area=search&ordinal=2 
 
Windows 98 or ME 
http://www.microsoft.com/downloads/release.asp?ReleaseID=32831&area=search&ordinal=2 
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75. ALT GR does nothing in PC DOS\MSDOS or 
DOS Boxes in Windows 95, 98, or Me.  

Issue:  

ALT GR does nothing in PC DOS\MSDOS or DOS Boxes in Windows 95, 98, or Me. 
 
Hosts affected: Windows 98, Windows Me, Windows N.T. 4.0, Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional 
and Home. Any language Operating System 
 
Guests affected: PC-DOS, MS-DOS, Windows 95, Windows 98, Windows Me. International Operating 
Systems. 

Solution:  

 
In Virtual PC version 4.3, the ALT GR key may not function properly in DOS or DOS boxes. ALT GR works 
properly in Windows itself, however restarting into DOS mode or launching a DOS box, you may notice 
that the ALT GR key does nothing at all. 
 
The issue stems from the keyboard layout of your host operating system. 
 
Example: 
 
If you are running Windows 2000 Professional German as your host OS, and Windows 98 German as 
your guest OS, the ALT GR key will not work in DOS in the guest OS. The problem is the keyboard setting 
in the Keyboard Control Panel on your Windows 2000 Pro Host. If the keyboard is set to German 
keyboard layout in the Host, ALT GR under DOS will not function in the Windows 98 German guest. 
However, if the keyboard layout is set to English (U.S.) in the Host, ALT GR will function in both Windows 
and DOS in the Window 98 German guest. 



 
This is a bug in Virtual PC version 4.3. Virtual PC version 4.2 or earlier did not exhibit this problem. 
 
This issue has been fixed in the 4.31 updater available on our website under Customer Support-Product 
Support Downloads-Virtual PC for Windows. 
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76. After installing the 009014 additions that 
shipped with Virtual PC 4.3, I lost certain 
functionality on my Windows 95\98\Me guest 
drive image.  

Issue:  

After installing the 009014 additions that shipped with Virtual PC 4.3, I lost certain functionality on my 
Windows 95\98\Me guest drive image.  

Solution:  

Virtual PC 4.3 was released with the 009014 windows additions files. To accommodate users who had an 
earlier version of the additions, Connectix added functionality to change the paths of specific lines in the 
autoexec.bat, config.sys, and dosstart.bat. Although this worked for users who had a prior version of the 
additions installed, if the user had no additions installed, our 009014 additions deleted the first 3 lines of 
the users autoexec.bat, first line of the config.sys, and first 4 lines of the dosstart.bat. For most users, 
the additions ended up deleting remark statements of each file, which was harmless. However, for a 
small portion of users, the additions may have deleted lines that were important to them. 
 
Most of the problems that occurred were with users of international operating systems such as Windows 
95\98\Me French and German may have had the path to the keyboard.sys file deleted from their 
autoexec.bat. To fix this the user can add the following lines to their autoexec.bat file. 
 
German Keyboard Users 
 
code: 
 
mode con codepage prepare=((850) c:\windows\command\ega.cpi  
mode con codepage select=850 
keyb gr,,c:\windows\command\keyboard.sys  
 
 
French Keyboard Users 
 
code: 
 
mode con codepage prepare=((850) c:\windows\command\ega.cpi  
mode con codepage select=850 
keyb fr,,c:\windows\command\keyboard.sys  
 



 
Note: After you insert the 3 lines, please reboot your virtual machine. 
 
 
 
Important: Connectix detected this problem shortly after launching Virtual PC 4.3. Connectix fixed the 
bug and re-released Virtual PC 4.3 with the 009015 additions. However, Connectix did not change the 
name of the additions ISO image that comes with Virtual PC, so it will still say "VPCAdditions009014.iso." 
The only way for the user to tell if they have the 009015 additions files with their Virtual PC 4.3 SKU is to 
run the additions installer and note the version in the setup panel. 
 
Below is a list of other typical lines in the beginning of a config.sys and autoexec.bat file for a standard 
user: 
 
The first few lines in a typical config.sys are usually: 
DEVICE=C:\DOS\HIMEM.SYS  
DEVICE=C:\DOS\EMM386.EXE NOEMS  
DOS=UMB,HIGH  
 
The first few lines in a typical autoexec.bat are usually: 
@ECHO OFF 
PROMPT $P$G 
PATH C:\WINDOWS;C:\WINDOWS\COMMAND;C:\ 
SET TEMP=C:\DOS 
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77. Installing Red Hat Linux 6.2 in Virtual PC  

Issue:  

I am trying to install Red Hat Linux 6.2 into a Virtual PC VM running on a Pentium 4 host system, and it 
errors out before it copies any files. What am I doing wrong?  

Solution:  

This is a known issue - Red Hat Linux 6.2 will not install onto a Pentium 4 based system. The same 
problem occurs when attempting to install Red Hat Linux 6.2 onto the host machine.  
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78. Transferring Red Hat Linux 7.2 images from 
Pentium IV-based systems to Athlon-based 
systems  

Issue:  

After installing Red Hat Linux 7.2 into a Virtual PC VM running on a Pentium 4-based host system, I copy 
the drive image to a Athlon system, and it gives an error – “An unrecoverable processor occurred.” 

Solution:  

Red Hat 7.2 installs, by default, a kernel optimized for the architecture you are running on your host. 
However, this kernel will not boot on any other CPU than an Pentium 4 – such as an Athlon. 
 
To resolve the issue: 
 
1.Boot the hard drive image on the host system that it was installed on. For example, if you installed Red 
Hat Linux 7.2 on an Pentium 4 system, boot up the hard drive image on your Pentium 4 system. 
2.Log in as the root user. 
3.Uninstall the architecture-specific kernel with the following command: 
 
Rpm –e –nodeps kernel-2.4.7-10.i686.rpm 
 
4.Install the non-optimized kernel: 
 
Rpm –ivh kernel-2.4.7-10.i386.rpm 
 
This will install a kernel that is compatible across all i386 CPU architectures. 
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79. Transferring Red Hat Linux 7.2 images from 
Athlon-based systems to Pentium IV-based 
systems  

Issue:  

After installing Red Hat Linux 7.2 into a Virtual PC VM running on a Athlon-based host system, I copy the 
drive image to a Pentium 4 system, and it gives an error – “An unrecoverable processor occurred.”  

Solution:  

Red Hat 7.2 installs, by default, a kernel optimized for the architecture you are running on your host. 
However, this kernel will not boot on any other CPU than an Athlon – such as a Pentium 4. 
 



To resolve the issue: 
 
1.Boot the hard drive image on the host system that it was installed on. For example, if you installed Red 
Hat Linux 7.2 on an Athlon system, boot up the hard drive image on your Athlon system. 
2.Log in as the root user. 
3.Uninstall the architecture-specific kernel with the following command: 
 
Rpm –e –nodeps kernel-2.4.7-10.athlon.rpm 
 
4.Install the non-optimized kernel: 
 
Rpm –ivh kernel-2.4.7-10.i386.rpm 
 
This will install a kernel that is compatible across all i386 CPU architectures. 
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80. Removal of Drag and Drop Shell Extension 
after un-installation of upgrade versions of 
Virtual PC 4.3  

Issue:  

Virtual PC for Windows 4.3 uses a new, and more improved version of Drag and Drop. This feature 
makes use of a shell extension. When uninstalling an upgrade version of 4.3, you will need to manually 
remove the shell extension.  

Solution:  

If you are updating to Virtual PC 4.3 from 4.0, 4.1, or 4.2, this extension will not be removed when you 
uninstall. You will need to manually remove the shell extension and its associated Registry Keys. If you 
try and delete the file without first following these instructions, you will get a “File in Use” error. 
 
You will need to edit your windows registry.. The command to edit the registry 
is REGEDIT. 
 
1. Go to START -> RUN 
2. Type REGEDIT in the open box 
3. Once REGEDIT has opened, locate the following keys, and delete them 
 
HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT\Directory\shellex\CopyHookHandlers\VPCHostCopyHook 
HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT\CLSID\{8932AEFE-9DB6-4f43-AFB2-5682F55E773A} 
 
*This key is only installed on Windows NT based systems*  
Delete the value {8932AEFE-9DB6-4f43-AFB2-5682F55E773A} that is located in this key: 
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Shell Extensions\Approved 
 
REMEMBER, DO NOT DELETE THE KEY, ONLY THE VALUE 
*This key is only installed on Windows NT based systems* 



 
4. Close REGEDIT 
5. RESTART your machine 
 
You should now be able to remove the VPCShExH.dll file from your machine and the folder where Virtual 
PC was originally installed. 
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81. Cannot use virtual switch if TCP is disabled on 
the host  

Issue:  

Cannot use virtual switch if TCP is disabled on the host  

Solution:  

With versions 4.2 and eariler, the TCP/IP protocol must be enabled for Virtual Switch to work. Virtual 
Switch requires an active network connection to function properly. 
 
With Virtual PC 4.3 an MS Loopback Adapter can be used in place of an active network connection. 
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82. Creating Shortcuts for Guests  

Issue:  

How can I launch a specific Virtual machine when I log on my computer?  

Solution:  

You can create a Shortcut to any Virtual Machine, by Dragging its Thumbnail out of the Virtual PC list 
onto the desktop. If you would like this particular VM to launch when you log into your computer, drag 
this shortcut to the Start Menu-Programs-Startup menu.  
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83. Loss of guest keyboard functionality in Virtual 
PC  

Issue:  

Loss of guest keyboard functionality in Virtual PC. Some users have reported problems related to the loss 
of keyboard responsiveness in their guest.  

Solution:  

To resolve this problem, follow these steps: 
 
1. Bring the guest VM into the foreground, and mouse click in the guest VM window. 
2. Press and release each modifier key separately (CTRL, ALT, and SHIFT). 
3. Proceed as normal, as the keyboard should regain functionality. 
 
Connectix is currently looking into these issues and we hope to have a solution in the next release of 
Virtual PC. 
 
 
Cause: In certain scenarios, the guest VM does not detect when a modifier (CTRL, ALT, or SHIFT) key is 
released. This causes the key in the VM to get "stuck" in the down position. Pressing and releasing the 
stuck modifier key will return its state to the up position. 
NOTE: For a modifier key to get stuck in the down position, it is not always necessary for the user to 
have depressed the key on the keyboard. In some cases, a modifier key can get stuck in the down 
position while the guest VM is in a transition state. For instance, during the installation of a guest 
operating system, the CTRL key occasionally exhibits this behavior. 
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84. Internal Error 2894 During Connectix Virtual 
PC 4.2\4.3 Installation  

Issue:  

When you install Connectix Virtual PC, you may receive the following error message:  
"Error 2894. Info. 2894. Setup cannot load Riched20.dll. The file may be locked or in use." 
When you click OK , Setup terminates. 

Solution:  



To resolve this problem, follow these steps:  
 
1. If you have a copy of Riched20.dll on your computer, locate and rename this file to Riched20.old. Then 
proceed to step 2. Otherwise, begin with step 2.  
2. In Windows Explorer, click the Connectix Virtual PC CD. Open the Installer folder. Note: Online 
Installers will extract to the Program Files\Connectix directory of your active operating system. 
3. If your computer is running Microsoft Windows 95\98\Me, double-click Instmsi.exe . If your computer 
is running Microsoft Windows NT 4.0, Microsoft Windows 2000 or Microsoft Windows XP, double-click 
Instmsiw.exe .  
4. A prompt appears, stating that the Windows Installer is being updated, and you must restart your 
system.  
5. Run Setup for Connectix Virtual PC.  
 
 
Cause: The error message can appear if an incorrect or damaged version of the Riched20.dll file is on 
your computer, or the Riched20.dll file is missing from your computer.  
 
This error message also can occur if your computer is infected with the Nimda virus 
(W32.Nimda.A@mm).  
 
For additional information, click the URL's below to view the article in the Microsoft Knowledge Base: 
http://support.microsoft.com/default.aspx?scid=KB;EN-US;q290234 
http://support.microsoft.com/default.aspx?scid=kb;en-us;Q308357 
 
MORE INFORMATION 
You can also download the Microsoft Windows Installer on Microsoft's Web Site. 
For Microsoft Windows NT 4.0, 2000, or XP: 
http://www.microsoft.com/downloads/release.asp?ReleaseID=32832&area=search&ordinal=2 
For Microsoft Windows 95, 98, or Me: 
http://www.microsoft.com/downloads/release.asp?ReleaseID=32831&area=search&ordinal=2 
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85. Virtual PC 4.3 application launches in the 
wrong language  

Issue:  

Some users have reported problems where Virtual PC does not launch in the language they selected. 
 
Cause:When you choose a language in the installer, we create a registry key in: 
 
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\CONNECTIX\VIRTUALPC\4.0\OverrideID 
 
The "OverrideID" key what switches your language. Here are the values for each language: 
 
English = 128 
German = 129 
French = 130 
Japanese = 131 
Italian = 132 



Spanish = 133 
 
In the 4.3 installer, Virtual PC had a minor problem where if the user chose "English", it would put no 
OverrideID key in the registry. When no OverrideID key exists in the registry, Virtual PC defaults to the 
host operating system language, which is English for most users. However, if the user ran the 4.3 English 
Installer on German host operating system, and chose English, it would come up in German. This is fixed 
in the 4.3.1 installers. 
 
Another scenario a user installing Virtual PC 4.3 on there host operating system, and chooses English, 
which is the default language. If the locale on their host operating system is set to a language other than 
English, Virtual PC will come in the language of the locale. Important: Virtual PC supports only the 
following locales: English, French, German, Italian, Spanish, and Japanese. If the user selects a locale 
other than the languages specified, Virtual PC would launch in English. Note: This will only happen if NO 
OVERRIDE ID is installed in the registry. 

Solution:  

Other users encountered problems when choosing a language other than English in the Virtual PC 4.3 
installer, and then trying to revert back to English via uninstalling and reinstalling Virtual PC. Example: If 
a user installed Virtual PC with German as the first language selected, there is an OverrideID key with 
129 as its value. Now, if the user is trying to install English, and because of that problem in the 4.3 
installer, no OverrideID key was getting created. The problem is, the user already has an OverrideID key 
created from the previous install, and it is set to German, which means Virtual PC will always launch in 
German. Note: When a user uninstalls, we leave the OverrideID registry key unchanged. 
 
To fix this problem, please close Virtual PC, then go to the "Start Menu", then choose Run. Type in the 
word "RegEdit." Now, please navigate to: 
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\CONNECTIX\VIRTUALPC\4.0\OverrideID. Double Click on the 
"OverrideID", choose "Decimal", and change the "Value" to 128 (English). Note: The user really never 
has to uninstall and reinstall to change the language. They can change it manually through the registry 
simply by changing the value. 
 
Launch Virtual PC and it should appear in English. 
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86. Installing a Guest OS and the Keyboard is 
Unresponsive  

Issue:  

Some users have reported problems related to the loss of keyboard responsiveness in their guest. 
 
In certain scenarios, the guest VM does not detect when a modifier (CTRL, ALT, or SHIFT) key is 
released. This causes the key in the VM to get "stuck" in the down position. Pressing and releasing the 
stuck modifier key will return its state to the up position. 
NOTE: For a modifier key to get stuck in the down position, it is not always necessary for the user to 
have depressed the key on the keyboard. In some cases, a modifier key can get stuck in the down 
position while the guest VM is in a transition state. For instance, during the installation of a guest 
operating system, the CTRL key occasionally exhibits this behavior. 



Solution:  

To resolve this problem, follow these steps: 
1. Bring the guest VM into the foreground, and mouse click in the guest VM window. 
2. Press and release each modifier key separately (CTRL, ALT, and SHIFT). 
3. Proceed as normal, as the keyboard should regain functionality. 
Connectix is currently looking into these issues and we hope to have a solution in the next release of 
Virtual PC. 
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87. Installing PC-DOS 3.3  

Issue:  

How do I install DOS 3.3? 

Solution:  

1. Create a New PC guest for DOS 
a. Follow the New PC Wizard and select 'Guide Me' to create the guest 
b. For detailed instructions for creating guests, see Virtual PC help 
2. Start the guest, and boot from a DOS 5 or higher, or Windows startup disk 
3. Run FDISK and remove all partitions. 
4. Boot from the DOS 3.3 Disk 1 
a. Press Enter for the new date and for new time. 
5. Run FDISK from the DOS 3.3 disk 
a. Select option '1' to 'Create DOS Partition' and press enter. 
b. Select option '1' to 'Create Primary DOS partition' and press enter. 
c. Select 'Y' to use the maximum size for a DOS partition and press enter. 
d. Press any key to restart the system. 
6. Type 'select z: xxx yy' from the A> prompt and follow the on-screen instructions, where z: is the hard 
drive letter, xxx is the Country Code, and yy is the keyboard code. Example 'select c: 001 us' to install 
DOS onto the c: drive using the United States country code and keyboard codes 
a. The Select command will copy all the DOS files and make the C: drive bootable. 
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88. Mouse Tracking Incorrect with VNC  

Issue:  

When I connect to a VPC virtual machine using VNC, the mouse tracking isn¹t accurate. The cursor on 
the host machine doesn¹t track well with the mouse inside the VNC client window.  



Solution:  

For more precise mouse control between the guest OS and the VNC client, the Virtual PC Additions must 
be installed. The Virtual PC Additions allow for accurate mouse tracking with the VNC client. 
 
For more information on the Virtual PC Additions, please refer to article #4607 in the Connectix 
Knowledge Database at http://www.connectix.com/support/kdb.html 
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89. InstallShield Wizard Completed: The wizard 
was interrupted before Connectix Virtual PC 
could be completely installed.  

Issue:  

When I launch the Virtual PC installer, I get the following error message:  
"InstallShield Wizard Completed: The wizard was interrupted before Connectix Virtual PC could be 
completely installed." 
Cause 
1) Users may encounter this error immediately after launching the Virtual PC installer. The user would 
see the text "Preparing to install…" immediately followed by the "Wizard has been interrupted" error 
message. 
2) Users may encounter this error when they reach the serial number panel. After typing in the Virtual PC 
serial number, the user clicks next, and gets the "Wizard has been interrupted" error message. This is 
caused by Virtual PC serial number dll not loading on some systems. 

Solution:  

The solution is to run the Connectix Virtual PC version 4.3.2 installer. Both issues are fixed in this version. 
If the user encounters these problems with the Virtual PC Trial, please go to www.connectix.com and 
download the new Connectix Virtual PC 4.3.2 trial. 
If the user has purchased a CD or online version of Connectix Virtual PC, please contact Connectix Care 
via email connectixcare@connectix.com. 
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90. When after copying a Windows 2000 or XP 
Symantec Ghost image in Virtual PC the guest 



OS hangs, reboots, or causes an 
"unrecoverable processor error"  

Issue:  

When after copying a Windows 2000 or XP Symantec Ghost image in Virtual PC the guest OS hangs, 
reboots, or causes an "unrecoverable processor error"  

Solution:  

This is a known issue - when using Ghost to restore Windows 2000 or XP.  
Here's the problem:  
Cloned versions of Windows 2000 and Windows XP may fail to boot within Virtual PC. In these cases, the 
guest OS will either appear to hang or Virtual PC will report an "Unrecoverable Processor Error".  
This issue is not specific to Virtual PC and is easily replicated on real hardware if the ghosted PC (the 
source) and the cloned PC (the destination) have incompatible Hardware Abstraction Layer (HAL) types. 
For example, if one machine is a single-processor machine, and the other is a dual-processor machine or 
one of the machines supports ACPI (Advanced Configuration and Power Interface) and the other doesn’t, 
the HAL types will differ.  
In general, Microsoft does not support or recommend "cloning" of machines because many of the 
components that are installed and written to the system’s registry are dependent upon the machine’s 
underlying hardware. Moving a pre-installed OS between machines that have significantly different 
hardware is therefore not supported and will result in a crash, hang or spontaneous reboot. In practice, 
cloning works as long as the hardware doesn’t differ enough that the HAL types are incompatible.  
The current version of Virtual PC (4.2) implements a single-processor PC without ACPI support. If the 
source machine used to create the Ghost image matches this configuration, the cloned image should run 
fine within a virtual PC. However, most desktop and notebook PCs manufactured within the past several 
years support ACPI. (Note that it is often possible to disable ACPI within the BIOS setup program on most 
PCs.)  
If you have created a Ghost archive from an ACPI-based PC and you've restored this archive onto a 
Virtual PC hard drive image, you can "fix" the image to work on Virtual PC by booting the original 
Windows 2000 or XP install CD and running the setup program again. This will install the correct HAL and 
rebuild the device tree to match the virtualized hardware within Virtual PC.  
For more information on this problem, see the following:  
http://support.microsoft.com/default.aspx?scid=kb;EN-US;q237556 
 
http://search.symantec.com/custom/us/techsupp/enterprise/kb/query.html 
Search for article # 2001022206484225 
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91. Cannot drag and drop from an application in 
the guest directly to the host desktop  

Issue:  

Some applications running on the guest OS do not allow files or folders to be dragged directly from the 
application to the host's desktop. Also, a folder with the correct name may be created on the host 
desktop with no files in it. 



Solution:  

Drag the files from the application and drop to the guest's desktop, then drag from the guest desktop to 
the host desktop. 
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92. When installing Windows 95 or 98 after the 
first system reboot, installation files cannot be 
found  

Issue:  

When installing Windows 95 or 98, the setup program asks for the cd-rom after the first restart. No cd-
rom is found and no drive letter is assigned to the cd-rom drive, preventing Windows to finish the setup.  

Solution:  

The cause of this is that Primary and Secondary IDE controllers are being configured after we were asked 
to insert the Win 98 install CD . Because of this the CD-ROM drive cannot be found. 
 
The Workaround is to copy all the Files from the CD to the hard disk image, attach this disk image to 
VM's secondary drive and point to it when the system asks for the install CD. 
 
An alternate workaround to is to copy the \win95 or \win98 directory to the guest's C: drive and run the 
installation from the c:\win9x directory. When Windows setup looks for files, it defaults to the install 
location and will no longer need to prompt for file locations. 
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93. The resolution displayed by a VM's VPC 
Properties box and the resolution displayed in 
the Display Properties of the guest OS do not 
agree.  

Issue:  

The resolution displayed by a VM's VPC Properties box and the resolution displayed in the Display 
Properties of the guest OS do not agree.  



Solution:  

There is no work-around at this time. 
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94. Sometimes an incorrect .bmp file is being 
pasted during a Copy & Paste process.  

Issue:  

Sometimes an incorrect .bmp file is being pasted during a Copy & Paste process when copying and 
pasting between multiple guests. 
 
The issue ocurs on different hosts and guests and is caused by doing multiple copy/pastes very quickly.  

Solution:  

Copy the image, wait 2-3 seconds and then do the paste, the process will complete. 
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95. Unable to format real floppy under Win 98 
host.  

Issue:  

Unable to format real floppy under Win 98 host.Floppy is being released and the following error appears:' 
There is no disk in this drive or the drive door is open.Insert a disk in the drive and make sure the drive 
door is closed'. 
All the attempts to capture the floppy again fail - VPC gives the message that floppy cannot be captured 
because its in use by the host or another VM. 

Solution:  

To regain access to the floppy, restart the Windows 98 guest. 
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96. DOS and Virtual PC Additions  

Issue:  

How do I get additions functionality, like Shared Folders, in a DOS guest? 

Solution:  

The Virtual PC DOS additions are included with Virtual PC and are located in the Additions\DOS additions 
folder located in C:\Program Files\Connectix\Online Installer, or on the Additions\DOS Additions folder on 
the CD-ROM for versions 4.1 and higher. 
 
To install the DOS additions: 
1. Locate the additions on either CD-ROM or Online Installer locations. 
2. Start the DOS guest and allow it to finish booting. 
3. The unzipped file will be a .VFD format, drag and drop this file on the floppy disk icon in the lower left 
corner of the DOS window. 
4. Change to the A: drive (type "a:" and press "enter") 
5. Run the DOSADD.BAT file (type "DOSADD" and press "enter"). This will copy the necessary files and 
add required lines to your CONFIG.SYS and AUTOEXEC.BAT files. 
6. Check the CONFIG.SYS file and verify that it contains an entry "LASTDRIVE=Z" without quotes, if not, 
please add for Shared Folders functionality. 
 
For CD-ROM access in a DOS environment, the MSCDEX.EXE file is also required. It is available with most 
versions of DOS. Additionally, the following line needs to be added to the AUTOEXEC.BAT for CD-ROM 
functionality: 
 
X:\mscdex_dir\MSCDEX.EXE /D:IDECD001 /L:E  
 
Where X:\mscdex_dir is the drive and directory location of MSCDEX. For example, if MSCDEX is located in 
the DOS directory on C:\, the correct syntax would be: C:\DOS\MSCDEX.EXE /D:IDECD001 /L:E. Note: 
The /D:IDECD001 name must match the name provided in the CONFIG.SYS. The default CD-ROM name 
provided by the DOS Addtions is IDECD001. 
 
The Virtual PC DOS additions can be installed on any DOS virtual machine. The additions contain the 
following files. 
 
Fshare.exe 
CDrom.sys 
idle.com 
 
These three files will be installed to a CNTX folder on the C: drive of your Virtual Machine. 
 
Your Autoexec.bat and Config.sys files will also be modified to use these new files. 
 
FSHARE.EXE - Enable Shared Folders between your DOS VM and the Host system 
 
CDROM.SYS - This a new CDROM driver that is designed to work with Virtual PC's emulated CD-ROM 
drive 
 
IDLE.COM - This file allows VPC to detect when a DOS VM is "idle" or not active and will automatically 
cycle down CPU usage on the Host. (NOTE: This functionality is only used on Virtual PC for Windows) 
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97. Shared Networking vs. Virtual Switch 
Networking  

Issue:  

How do I decide between Shared Networking and Virtual Switch Networking?  

Solution:  

Virtual Switch Networking is only available when using Windows 2000, Windows XP, or Windows NT as a 
host operating system. For most users Shared IP, the default option, will be fine. 
 
For most users who wish to: 
Browse the web 
View Streaming Quicktime Movie 
View Streaming Real Player Files 
FTP Files 
 
Using Shared Networking is adequate. 
 
However, to perform more heavyweight networking tasks such as running a server, or mounting NFS 
volumes the user should use Virtual Switch Networking. 
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98. Preinstalled Printers in Win 98 OS Pack  

Issue:  

The print drivers preinstalled in the Windows 98 OS Pack are not working.  

Solution:  

The print drivers preinstalled into the Windows 98 OS Pack will not work because they are made to print 
on the Macintosh. You can ignore these drivers or delete them if you'd like ("Inkjet Printer" and 
PostScript Printer") 
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99. Non-existent COM Ports  

Issue:  

The Settings Panel can allow for the user to assign Com 3 and Com 4 ports even if the host machine 
does not have them.  

Solution:  

Make sure that you are configuring Com devices via Ports that your machine actually have, otherwise the 
Com device will not work. 
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100. Installing Applications From A Shared Folder  

Issue:  

When installing an application from a shared folder the installer is not able to find some required files 
after the initial reboot.  

Solution:  

Make sure that the "Share Every Time" feature is enabled in the configurations for the shared folder. 
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101. No Sound in Windows NT 4.0  

Issue:  

I installed my own copy of Windows NT 4.0 and there is no sound.  

Solution:  



You will need to manually install the SB16. In Control Panel, select Multimedia Devices, then the Devices 
tab and add the Soundblaster 16 (Creative labs soundblaster 1.x, pro, 16).  
 
Hardware settings, if necessary: 
I/O address:220 
IRQ:5 
DMA:1 
DMA 16-bit:5 
MPU I/O:330. 
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102. Crusoe Vaio Notebook 1024 x 480 Video 
Resolution Not Supported  

Issue:  

I can't get Virtual PC to use the full screen of the Crusoe Vaio Notebook.  

Solution:  

The Crusoe Vaio Notebook has an uncommon 1024 x 480 video mode that is not supported in Virtual PC. 
The default Virtual PC full screen mode has black stripes on the sides. Windowed mode is cut off 
vertically (1024 x 768 on a 1024 x 480 screen). 
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103. Protecting Your Data When Using a 
Differencing Drive  

Issue:  

When I try to boot my differencing drive I get the error message "NTLDR is missing, press any key" in an 
infinite loop.  

Solution:  

If the parent drive is modified in any way OR if the difference drive is attempted to boot from a different 
parent drive than it's original ALL of the data on your difference drive will be irrevocably gone. 
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104. Undoable Drive Images  

Issue:  

I did not commit to the changes when shutting down a Virtual Machine but there were still files saved on 
one of my drive images.  

Solution:  

It is a good idea to make sure all the drive images associated with a Virtual Machine have the undoable 
option set consistently, meaning they are all undoable or all not undoable. If some drives are undoable 
and some aren't, installing applications may be left partially undone since installers sometimes install files 
on different drives. 
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105. Capturing Floppy Images With Different Host 
Operating Systems  

Issue:  

I am having difficulty capturing a floppy disk in Virtual PC.  

Solution:  

Windows 2000 (host): 
Issue: 
If the host machine has opened the floppy drive inside explorer, the "Capture Floppy" feature in Virtual 
PC will not work. 
 
Solution: 
Close "My Computer" or "Windows Explorer" window that has access to floppy. 
Capture a floppy drive in the guest 
Eject the floppy and release the drive from the guest 
Reinsert the floppy and the host will have access to the drive 
 
Windows ME (host): 
Issue: 
If the host machine has opened the floppy drive inside explorer, the "Capture Floppy" feature will work, 
but the host will not be able to access the floppy after it has been captured. 
 
Solution: 



Capture a floppy drive in the guest 
Eject the floppy without releasing it 
Reinsert the floppy and the host will have access to the drive 
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106. Number Of Shared Folders Allowed In A 
Virtual Machine  

Issue:  

How many Shared Folders can be defined for a Virtual Machine?  

Solution:  

You can have as many shared folders as there are drive letters available to be defined. 
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107. Netperf for Linux as a guest Operating System  

Issue:  

When Netperf 1.7 is run under Red Hat Linux 6.1 being hosted by Windows 2000 professional no results 
are produced. There are also not any error messages to indicate anything is wrong.  

Solution:  

Connectix is aware of this problem and is looking into it. There is not a workaround at this time. 
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108. "Show Tips" Feature Not Working In The 
"Guide Me" Option For Creating a New Virtual 
Machine  

Issue:  

When creating a new virtual machine using the assistant's "Guide Me" option, there is a small check box 
at the end stating, "Show Tips". This checkbx does not show any tips.  

Solution:  

This is a problem when installing virtual machines onto a Windows NT host, which doesn't have the 
compressed help file viewer installed unless Internet Explorer is installed. 
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109. Shared Folders Named With Japanese 
Characters  

Issue:  

When running Win98J as a guest hosted by Win 2000J, a mounted shared folder with a name containing 
Japanese characters will crash Internet Explorer in the guest.  

Solution:  

Share a folder named using English characters and put the Japanese folder inside the English folder. 
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110. Shared Networking with Virtual PC for Win  

Issue:  

How does Shared Networking function and are there any limitations?  

Solution:  



The Shared Networking option is the default option for the Networking setting for a virtual machine. 
Shared Networking uses a sophisticated internal network address port translation service built into Virtual 
PC that enables one or more virtual machines to share the IP address of the host PC. With this option, 
you should configure the virtual machine OS to use Dynamic Host Control Protocol (DHCP). Virtual PC 
assigns the virtual machine a temporary, non-routable IP address and performs any necessary packet 
translations. 
 
The Shared Networking option works well for standard network activities such as browsing the Web, 
reading e-mail, accessing FTP sites, or accessing shared printers and files. It is not suitable for more 
advanced scenarios, such as running HTTP or FTP servers on the virtual machine. For these advanced 
scenarios, use the Virtual Switch option. 
 
NOTE: If you are running Windows NT or Windows 2000 on a host PC and have not logged in as an 
administrator, Shared Networking does not support commands such as PING that use the Internet 
Control Message Protocol (ICMP). 
 
With the Shared Networking option, note these points: 
 
-The OS running on a virtual machine must be set to use DHCP. On Windows, you enable DHCP by 
selecting Obtain an IP address automatically. 
 
-When you use the Internet Connection Wizard to set up networking for a Windows OS on a virtual 
machine, always specify "Connect through LAN," even if your host PC is using a dial-up connection. 
 
-The virtual machine emulates a DEC 21041 Ethernet controller. (In some cases, the DEC 21041 may 
show up on your system as Intel 21041. This is normal behavior.) 
 
-Some networking software will not work correctly without a unique IP address. 
 
-You can access the network either with a dial-up connection or over a LAN. Virtual PC uses the currently 
selected TCP/IP connection on the host PC for all Shared Networking traffic. 
 
-You can access printers and files on other computers, but you can’t share files on a virtual machine. This 
is a server function that requires the Virtual Switch option. 
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111. Virtual Switch Networking with Virtual PC for 
Win  

Issue:  

How does Virtual Switch Networking function?  

Solution:  

The Virtual Switch option addresses advanced networking needs, such as running guest server software 
with predefined port numbers, remote login (rlogin), network performance analysis (netperf), or remote 
shells (rsh). It offers the highest degree of compatibility and control. The Virtual Switch option is only 
available when the host PC is running Windows 2000/XP and when you have logged in to the host PC as 
an administrator. (Virtual Switch also requires the Virtual PC Network Services Driver, which is installed 



by default if the host PC OS is Windows 2000/XP.) Virtual Switch is available for Windows NT 4 with 
Virtual PC 4.3 and higher. Under Windows 9x Hosts, the Local Only option for Virtual Switch is available 
with Virtual PC 4.3 and higher. 
 
With Virtual Switch, there are four routing options: 
 
Local only - Host never sees the packets, and they never go out over the wire. This setting is useful for 
testing network protocols. 
 
Local and external - Network packets are allowed to go out over the wire. In this case, a virtual machine 
appears and acts like any other "standard" PC on the local network. 
 
Local, Host, and External - network packets are allowed to go out over the wire, to all guests and to the 
host. In this case, a virtual machine appears and acts like any other "standard" PC on the local network 
and can communicate with the host too (this is a new feature added to VPC 4.2 and later). 
 
External Only - Other guests and the Host never see the network packets, and they only go out over the 
wire. This setting is useful for testing without affecting your host or other guests (this is a new feature 
added to VPC 4.3 and later). 
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112. Switching the host PC network interface card  

Issue:  

I have more than one network interface card (NIC) installed in my host PC. Can I select which NIC to use 
with Virtual PC? 

Solution:  

If the host PC is running Windows 2000 and if it has more than one network interface card installed, you 
can use the Virtual Switch preference to designate a host PC network interface card for use by virtual 
machines. (See page 66.) Any external Virtual Switch traffic is routed to this network interface card. 
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113. Networking Multiple Virtual Machines 
Together  

Issue:  

Can I network multiple Virtual Machines together within a host PC (i.e. without going over the wire)? 



Solution:  

Absolutely! This is ideal for network testing. Make sure that you are using Virtual Switch networking and 
set the routing option to "Local Only." 
 
Note: Under all Host OSes except Windows XP, you will need to have an active network link for Virtual 
Switch to function. With Windows XP you can create a Network Brigde for local networking. Windows XP 
is only supported in Virtual PC 4.2 and higher. 
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114. Virtual PC and multiple Virtual Machines  

Issue:  

I don't want my Virtual Machines to Pause when in the background. Is there a way to disable this 
feature? 

Solution:  

Yes. 
 
1. On the File menu in the Virtual PC window, click Preferences. 
2. In the Global Setting list, click PC Performance. 
3. Uncheck: Pause PCs when in background. 
 
Note: This feature is enabled by default because it increases the performance of the front-most virtual 
machine when you are running more than one virtual machine at a time by pausing background virtual 
machines. 
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115. Drag and Drop Between Virtual Machines  

Issue:  

Can I Drag and Drop files between Virtual Machines?  

Solution:  

Virtual PC does not support drag-and-drop operations directly from one virtual machine to another. You 
can, however, move files and folders from one virtual machine to the host PC, and then move them again 
from the host PC to another guest PC. 
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116. Virtual PC 4.x for Windows and USB 
Emulation?  

Issue:  

Does Virtual PC 4.x for Windows provide any USB Emulation?  

Solution:  

Virtual PC for Windows does not provide USB emulation at this time. 
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117. Drive Image Parameter Comparisons  

Issue:  

Please compare/contrast the dynamic, fixed-size and differencing disk images. 

Solution:  

Here are the details about the hard disk image types available in Virtual Disk Wizard. 
 
The dynamically expanding disk image most commonly used type of disk image in Virtual PC. By default, 
the PC Setup Wizard creates disk images of this type. Dynamically expanding disk images are similar to 
fixed-size disk images, except that areas of the disk that haven’t yet been written to are not included in 
the hard disk file. For example, if you create a 1-GB dynamically expanding disk image, the initial file will 
only be about 3 MB in size. As you write more information to the disk image, it grows to accommodate 
the new data. Along with this convenience, however, there is the danger that Virtual PC may be unable 
to expand the drive due to host hard drive size constraints. Virtual PC attempts to monitor the available 
space on the hard drive of your host PC and warn you if the dynamically expanding drive starts to 
approach the limits of available space left on the host volume. 
 
Fixed-size disk image represents the entire virtual hard drive in a single disk image file. All of the space is 
pre-allocated, so these files are typically quite large. For example, if you create a fixed-size hard disk 
image that represents a 1-GB hard drive, the resulting file would be 1 GB in size. Although conceptually 
simple, fixed-size hard disk images are not generally recommended because of their large resource 
requirements. They do offer a slight performance advantage over other types of hard disk images, but 
this difference is small. 
 



Differencing disk image types of disk images. The disk image associated with it is known as its parent 
disk image. The differencing file itself is similar to a dynamically 
expanding disk image file in that it starts small and grows to accommodate new data. However, data is 
only added to the differencing drive image when drive data is modified. In other words, contents of a 
differencing drive represents only the changes from the original disk image. There are several scenarios 
when this is useful: 
 
*Several Virtual PC users want to share the same base disk image located on a network file server. In 
this case, each user creates a differencing disk image on his or her local hard drive. Any modifications 
made to the parent disk image are written to the local differencing disk image, leaving the parent disk 
image in a "pristine" state. 
 
*You want to configure a single guest OS in multiple ways. You can duplicate the original hard disk 
image, but this requires substantially more hard drive storage space. Instead, you can create two 
differencing disk images, both with the same parent. 
 
NOTE: Regardless of the scenario, Connectix strongly recommends that you write-protect or lock the 
parent disk image. If a parent disk image is modified, all differencing disk images related to it become 
invalid, and any data written to them is effectively lost. 
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118. Details On Undoable Drive Images  

Issue:  

Can you explain the Undoable Option and give an example as to how I could use this feature? 

Solution:  

When you designate a disk image as undoable, information written to the disk image by the guest OS is 
not immediately written to the disk image file itself. Rather, changes are written to a temporary file and 
accumulated throughout the session. 
 
When you shut down the virtual machine, you can choose to commit or undo the changes. If you choose 
commit, the changes from the temporary disk image are merged back into the original disk image. If you 
choose undo, the temporary file is discarded, leaving the initial hard disk image unmodified. 
 
This feature is useful when you want to maintain the original state of a hard disk image. It is also useful 
if you are running software that may contain a virus or a disk-related bug that could corrupt the disk 
image. 
 
The temporary undo file can grow large if you make significant changes to the drive image during the 
course of the session, for example, if you install a large program on the virtual machine. Choose a 
location for the undo file that has adequate space. (By default, the location is the same directory on your 
host PC as the drive image you have specified.) 
 
EXAMPLE: You download a shareware application from the Internet because it looks interesting. You 
install it and try it. After trying this software, you realize that you don't want this software after all. When 
you Shut Down the virtual machine, you will be prompted to commit those changes to your disk image. 
By not committing those changes, your disk image is left in the same state it was before you installed this 
software. This is a great to test drive software! 
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119. Examples Of Uses For An Undoable Drive 
Image  

Issue:  

Can you give examples of uses for the Undoable Option for Disk Images?  

Solution:  

There are numerous reasons to use this feature, here are a few examples. 
 
EXAMPLE 1: You download a shareware application from the Internet because it looks interesting. You 
install it and try it. After trying this software, you realize that you don't want this software after all. When 
you Shut Down the virtual machine, you will be prompted to commit those changes to your disk image. 
By not committing those changes, your disk image is left in the same state it was before you installed this 
software. This is a great to test drive software! 
 
EXAMPLE 2: You're a salesperson on the road and you want to demonstrate software to a client. Start up 
your Virtual Machine and run through your demonstration. This could include the installation of your 
software, changing system settings in your VM, etc. When your finished with your demonstration, Shut 
Down your VM. At his point you can choose to commit those changes or, not commit those changes so 
when you go to your next demo, your VM is preset and ready to go again! 
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120. Drive Image Cross Platform Compatibility  

Issue:  

Are Disk Images Created with Virtual PC for Macintosh compatible with Virtual PC for Windows and vice 
versa? 

Solution:  

Yes, with some limitations. 
 
Virtual PC 4.x for Windows can read all disk images created with Virtual PC for Macintosh 4.x and greater. 
 
Virtual PC 4.x for Macintosh can read the following: 
-single file (i.e. not split) fixed size disk images 
-single file (i.e. not split) dynamic disk images 



 
Virtual PC 4.X for Macintosh cannot read the following: 
-disk images that have been split (see below) 
-differencing disk images 
 
Virtual PC 3.x and previous cannot read disk images created with Virtual PC 4.x Macintosh or Windows. 
 
*What is a split disk image? * 
 
Because of limitations inherent in some host operating system and volume formats, it is sometimes 
necessary to split dynamically expanding disk image files. In particular, FAT16 and FAT32 volume formats 
only support files up to 2 GB and 4 GB in size, respectively. For example, if you use an 8-GB dynamically 
expanding drive image formatted for FAT32, Virtual PC splits the drive image into four 2-GB files. 
Dynamically expanding images and differencing images are split at the point where they cross the file 
size limit imposed by the underlying volume format. If the disk image is located on a volume that doesn’t 
impose these limitations (such as NTFS), the disk image is left intact. 
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121. What is a split disk image?  

Issue:  

What is a split disk image?  

Solution:  

Because of limitations inherent in some host operating system and volume formats, it is sometimes 
necessary to split dynamically expanding disk image files. In particular, FAT16 and FAT32 volume formats 
only support files up to 2 GB and 4 GB in size, respectively. For example, if you use an 8-GB dynamically 
expanding drive image formatted for FAT32, Virtual PC splits the drive image into four 2-GB files. 
Dynamically expanding images and differencing images are split at the point where they cross the file 
size limit imposed by the underlying volume format. If the disk image is located on a volume that doesn’t 
impose these limitations (such as NTFS), the disk image is left intact. 
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122. Transferring Complete Volume to Drive Image  

Issue:  

Is it possible to copy an existing volume on my host to a Virtual PC disk image? 



Solution:  

Yes. However... 
 
***The following information is for advanced users only. Use with extreme caution.*** 
 
Examining or modifying a disk image 
To examine or modify a disk image for a virtual machine: 
 
1. Shut down the operating system on the virtual machine whose drive image you want to examine or 
modify. (If the machine has a saved state, you cannot modify the drive image.) 
 
2. In the Virtual PC window, on the File menu, click Virtual Disk Wizard. 
 
3. Click Next. 
 
4. Click the option Examine or modify existing disk image, and then click Next. 
 
5. Click Browse and navigate to the location of the disk image. Select the image and click Open . 
 
6. Click Next. 
 
7. Examine the disk image and click Cancel. 
 
Or choose an option to modify the image and click Next. (The options available to modify a disk image 
depend on the type of image. See the relevant information below.) Follow the on-screen Wizard 
directions. Click Finish to make the modification. 
 
Convert the host volume to a fixed-sized drive image that you cannot create the new disk image on the 
associated host volume. 
 
Convert the host volume to a dynamic drive image image. Note that you cannot create the new disk 
image on the associated host volume. 
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123. How Virtual Machines Handle CD-ROMs.  

Issue:  

How does Virtual PC Handle CD-ROMSs?  

Solution:  

A physical CD inserted in a host PC CD-ROM drive is automatically captured on the virtual machine 
mounted on the host PC. (This prevents the host PC from auto-playing the CD.) You can also capture the 
CD simultaneously to other virtual machines using the CD shortcut menu on the VPC Toolbar. 
 
Note that: 
-You can capture or release a CD or a .iso image from a virtual machine using the CD shortcut menu on 
the VPC Toolbar. 



 
-You can set an option to boot the virtual machine from a CD. 
(See page 56 in the Virtual PC Manual for more info.) 
 
-You can eject a CD using the CD shortcut menu on the VPC Toolbar. 
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124. Using Virtual Disk Wizard To Create a Floppy 
Disk Image  

Issue:  

How do you create floppy disk image?  

Solution:  

To create a floppy disk image: 
1. In the Virtual PC window, on the File menu, click Virtual Disk Wizard. 
2. Click Next. 
3. Click the option Create new floppy or hard disk image, and then click Next. 
4. Click the option Create floppy disk image , and then click Next. 
5. Click Browse and select a name and location for the floppy disk image. Click Save. 
6. Select the floppy disk type (low or high density). In most cases, high-density should be used. 
7. Click Next. 
8. Click Finish. 
 
IMPORTANT NOTE: Virtual PC can mount any flat-file representation of a floppy disk. Many popular 
Windows utilities are able to create such images. However, make sure to disable any compression 
features. Virtual PC only works with floppy image files that are exactly 720 KB or 1.44 MB in size. 
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125. Virtual PC 4 Guest PC's Technical 
Specifications  

Issue:  

What are the Technical Specifications of Virtual Machines running in Virtual PC?  

Solution:  



Processor 
------------ 
The emulated environment "sees" the same processor model as the processor in your host PC. For 
example, if your host machine contains a Pentium III, the OS on a virtual machine reports running on a 
Pentium III as well. All functionality of your host processor is supported within the virtual machine, 
including MMX, SSE, SSE-2, 3DNow, and so on. 
 
Motherboard 
----------------- 
Virtual PC emulates the Intel Triton chipset, including all auxiliary chips needed for a PC: 
- 8259 PIC (programmable interrupt controller) 
- 8254 PIT (peripheral interval timer) 
- 8237 DMA (direct memory access) controller 
- CMOS (persistent RAM) 
- RTC (real-time clock) 
 
BIOS 
------- 
-The BIOS is the Microid Research Systems BIOS (MR BIOS) Support for CD-ROM booting following El 
Torito CD-ROM booting specification. 
 
Memory 
------------ 
-Maximum 512 MB RAM per virtual machine. 
 
Hard drive images 
----------------------- 
Uses hard drive container images 
Supports five types of hard disk images: 
- Dynamically expanding images 
- Fixed-size images 
- Differencing images 
- Images linked to host volumes 
- Images linked to host drives 
 
Compatible with hard disk images created with other versions of Virtual PC 4.0 or later. 
 
Supports simultaneous use of three drive images, each up to approximately 127 GB in size 
 
 
CD-ROM 
------------- 
-Uses the CD-ROM in the host PC (if present) 
-ATAPI interface supports data and audio commands 
 
Video 
-------- 
-Emulates the S3 Trio 32/64 PCI SVGA Card 
 
-Implements 4 MB of emulated VRAM, allowing for up to 1600 x 1200 PC screen resolutions 
 
-Fully implements S3 Trio 32/64 graphic acceleration features and is compatible with S3 Trio 32/64 
drivers 
 
-Supports 1600 x 1024 and 800 x 512 16:9 aspect ratio modes 
 
-Also backwards compatible with MDA, CGA, EGA, and VGA video modes 
 
-VESA 2.0 compliant 
 



Keyboard controller 
------------------------- 
Controller emulates 8255 keyboard controller for interface between PC and keyboard/mouse 
 
Keyboard 
------------- 
-Uses the standard PC keyboard 
 
Mouse 
--------- 
-Emulates a PS/2 mouse using IRQ 12 
 
Floppy 
---------- 
-Uses a standard PC floppy drive 
-Emulates the standard PC floppy controller interface 
-Supports floppy disk image files (720-KB or 1.44-MB flat-mapped files) 
 
Serial ports 
-------------- 
-Emulates COM1 and COM2 serial ports 
-Redirects emulated COM1 and COM2 ports to specified host PC serial port or a text file 
 
Parallel port 
--------------- 
-Emulates LPT1 parallel port 
-Redirects emulated LPT1 output to selected host parallel port 
 
Sound 
-------- 
-Emulates Creative Labs ISA Sound Blaster 16 card (the card is incorrectly listed as a PCI Sound Blaster 
16 in the Virtual PC Manual) 
-Supports both DSP (sound effects) and FM synthesis (music) 
-Emulation includes two Yamaha OPL2 chips as well as a CT1345 mixer 
-Sound card is configured to use a base port of 0x220, IRQ 5, and DMA channel 1 (for 8 bit) or 5 (for 16 
bit) 
-Supports 8-bit and 16-bit sound input and output 
 
Ethernet 
----------- 
-Emulates a DEC/Intel 21041-based PCI Ethernet card 
-The card is plug-and-play and can be reconfigured by the operating system, but default settings use IRQ 
1. 
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126. How To Install An OS Pack  

Issue:  

I just purchased a Connectix OS Pack to use with Virtual PC for Windows. 
How do I do this? 



Solution:  

Creating a virtual machine with an OS Pack 
 
With Virtual PC installed on the host PC, you can now create a virtual machine using a Connectix OS 
Pack. (Virtual PC for Windows ships with one virtual machine running PC-DOS already created.) 
 
A Connectix OS Pack includes a virtual machine boot disk image with a fully functional OS and VPC 
Additions installed. To set up a virtual machine using a Connectix OS Pack, follow these steps: 
 
1. Follow the instructions provided in the OS Pack and install the Connectix disk image on the host PC. 
 
NOTE The following steps parallel the instructions in the OS Pack for "Creating a New PC (Windows)." 
 
2. Start up Virtual PC on your host PC. Click the Start button on the host PC desktop and point to 
Programs. Then point to the Connectix Virtual PC 
submenu and click Virtual PC. The Virtual PC window appears. 
 
3. Click New PC. The PC Setup Wizard appears. 
 
4. Click Next. 
 
5. Type a name for the virtual machine and click Next. 
 
6. Choose the Guide me option and click Next. 
 
7. Use the drop-down menu to choose the operating system installed on the Connectix disk image. Then 
click Next. 
 
8. Click No to keep the recommended memory setting and click Next. (You can always change the 
memory setting later.) 
 
9. Click the option Select an existing hard disk image and click Next. 
 
10. Click Browse, navigate to the Connectix disk image installed on the host PC, and click Open. To make 
the disk image undoable, click the option Enable undo support. (See page 55 for more information about 
this option.) Then click Next. 
 
11. Check the information in Setup Summary and click Finish. 
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127. Creating a Virtual Machine With Default 
Settings  

Issue:  

How do I create a virtual machine with default settings?  

Solution:  



------------------------------------------------------------------ 
You can use the PC Setup Wizard to create a new virtual machine 
with standard settings. 
 
1. Start up Virtual PC on your host PC. Click the Start button and point to Programs. Then point to the 
Connectix Virtual PC submenu and click Virtual PC. The Virtual PC window appears. 
 
2. Click New PC in the Virtual PC window. The PC Setup Wizard appears. 
 
3. Click Next. 
 
4. Type a name for the virtual machine and click Next. 
 
5. Click the option Create a default PC, and then click Next. 
 
6. Leave the option selected to open settings for the new virtual 
machine when the wizard is finished. (You cannot start up a virtual machine 
until you assign a boot disk image to Hard Disk 1.) Click Next. 
 
7. Click Finish. 
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128. Duplicating An Existing Virtual Machine  

Issue:  

How do I duplicate an existing virtual machine?  

Solution:  

You can use the PC Setup Wizard to create a new virtual machine that duplicates the settings of an 
existing virtual machine. 
 
1. Start up Virtual PC on your host PC. Click the Start button and point to Programs. Then point to the 
Connectix Virtual PC submenu and click Virtual PC. The Virtual PC window appears. 
 
2. Click New PC in the Virtual PC window. The PC Setup Wizard appears. 
 
3. Click Next. 
 
4. Type a name for the virtual machine and click Next. 
 
5. Click the option Duplicate an existing PC and click Next. 
 
6. Choose the guest PC you wish to duplicate from the drop-down menu. Leave the option selected to 
open settings for the new guest PC. (You cannot start up a virtual machine until you assign a boot disk 
image to Hard Disk 1.) Click Next. 
 
7. Click Finish. 
 
 



Note: Make sure to change any unique informatino before trying to run both systems on a network, i.e. 
IP address, computer name, etc. 
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129. Virtual PC Additions and Virtual Machine 
Integration  

Issue:  

What are the Virtual PC Additions and Virtual Machine Integration?  

Solution:  

A set of software components called "VPC Additions" can be installed on a 
guest OS. VPC Additions enable host PC and virtual machine integration. (VPC 
Additions are already installed in disk images provided in Connectix OS 
Packs.) 
 
This integration takes several forms: 
 
You can drag and drop files and folders from the host PC desktop to a 
virtual machine, and vice versa. 
 
You can copy and paste between applications running in the two environments. 
 
You can share a folder or a volume between the host PC and a virtual 
machine. (You can even share the same folder with multiple guest PCs running 
at the same time.) 
 
In addition, the clock of the virtual machine is synchronized with the 
clock of the host PC. (This is especially important when saving or 
restarting a virtual machine.) 
 
Virtual PC provides several capabilities that integrate the host PC and a 
virtual machine. Most require the installation of the set of software 
components called "VPC Additions." (See page 26.) The capabilities include: 
 
-Pointer integration (VPC Additions required) 
-Drag and drop of files and folders (VPC Additions required) 
-Copy and paste (VPC Additions required) 
-Sharing folders (VPC Additions required) 
-Sharing CDs 
-Sharing volumes (VPC Additions required) 
-Clock synchronization from the host PC to the virtual machine 
(VPC Additions required) 
 
VPC Additions are available for most Windows operating systems 
installed on a virtual machine. (VPC Additions are already installed 
on disk images provided in Connectix OS Packs.) Check the Connectix 
Web site for new releases of Virtual PC Additions. 
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130. Red Hat Linux, Shared IP, and netperf  

Issue:  

I am running Red Hat Linux 6.1 in a virtual machine (host: Windows 2000) and shared IP is enabled. 
When I run netperf (tcp_rr_script) I receive the following error message: 
"shutdown _control: no response received. errno 4" 
udp_stream_script gives the following error message: 
"shutdown _control: no response received. errno 0"  

Solution:  

Connectix is currently aware of this issue and is investigating possible solutions. 
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131. How To Install Linux  

Issue:  

How do I install Linux into Virtual PC for Windows?  

Solution:  

Installing Linux as a guest OS  
 
These are some general guidelines for Linux to follow when installing as guest OS in VPC. They are 
provided as supplemental information for the publisher’s installation instructions.. For detailed installation 
instructions, please check with the publisher of your version of Linux. Connectix has had the best results 
using the Mandrake 8 version of Linux. Some versions of Linux will use the entire amount of hard disk 
space in a dynamically expanding disk image, Connectix recommends creating a fixed disk image.  
 
1. Start Virtual PC. From the File menu, run the Virtual Disk Wizard and create a new hard disk image. 
2. Select a fixed size disk image of the size you want. Disk format is not important, however, the size will 
be limited by the file system selected. (Example: FAT16=2GB limit) 
3. In Virtual PC, click New PC. Click Next to continue.  
4. Select a PC name and click Next. 
5. Select Guide Me and click Next. 
6. Select Linux as the operating system you intend to run and click Next. 
7. Click Next to accept the default memory allocation for the PC. (Connectix has found assigning too 



much memory to a Linux guest can have affect performance detrimentally. To achieve optimum 
performance, experiment with various amount of RAM to find the best configuration. 
8. Click Next to select an existing hard disk image. 
9. Click Browse, and locate the previously created disk image, click Open. Click Next to continue. 
10. Click Finish. 
11. Select the newly created Linux PC and click Settings. This allows you to change settings for the PC. If 
you would like to use Virtual Switch, please select it before starting the PC. 
12. With the new Linux PC select, click Start Up. You may receive an "Invalid System Disk" error 
message, this will occur since no bootable media is available. 
13. If you are installing via CD-ROM, insert it into the host system. If you are installing from a 
downloaded .ISO image, right-click the CD-ROM icon, in the lower left corner of the guest widow. Select 
Capture Image, and browse to the location of the .ISO image. Select the image and click Open. 
14. Reboot the GUEST PC, press the "host key+R", (note: default host key is defined as the right ALT 
key) or click PC from the upper left of the Guest PC screen and then click Reset. 
15. When prompted, click Reset. 
16. The steps for installing Linux vary per version and flavor. 
 
Notes for installing Linux: 
 
- When prompted for a 2nd and/or 3rd CD-ROM, you may need to manually release and capture the need 
disc or image. 
- Select a Generic 2-button PS/2 mouse when configuring the mouse type for X-Windows. 
- You will need to partition the disk image for use in Linux. If manually partitioning, at a minimum you 
should create a swap partition and a root partition. You may need to delete the existing partitions, 
especially if you formatted in FAT16, or FAT32 when creating the drive image. 
- You may be warned that there is no space available on the drive, this is normal, you need to partition 
and format the disk image for Linux. 
- X video configuration should use the S3 Trio64 (generic) with 4MB of VRAM.  
- Sound may need to be configured manually using sndconfig. The sound card is a Sound Blaster 16, the 
setting are I/O Port: 220, IRQ:5, DMA1: 1, DMA2:5, MPU: 330. 
- If using X-Windows you may need to temporarily need to disable any sound servers running. (Example, 
in KDE, disable the arts sound server. 
- Instead of using a physical 3.5" floppy, you can create a virtual floppy image to use a boot disk for 
Linux. This should be done before starting the actual copying of files to the virtual disk image. (Example, 
in Red Hat Linux, you should have your image ready for use and captured before proceeding from the 
LILO configuration screen. 
1. Create the image. 
a. Bring the Virtual PC window to the front.  
b. On the File menu, click Virtual Disk Wizard.  
c. Click Next.  
d. Select Create new floppy or hard disk image.  
e. Follow the instructions presented.  
2. Capture the floppy image. 
a. Right-click the floppy icon in the guest PC toolbar, select Capture Image from the guest PC contextual 
floppy menu, or drag the floppy image to the floppy icon on the guest PC toolbar. 
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132. PC DOS 2000 for Virtual PC for Windows  

Issue:  



I installed Virtual PC 4 for Windows and I cannot locate PC DOS 2000.  

Solution:  

PC DOS 2000 isn’t installed automatically with Virtual PC 4. It is located in the PC DOS folder of the 
Virtual PC CD-ROM/Zip file. Located in the folder is a PC DOS 2000 3.5" boot disk image (PC DOS Boot 
Disk.vfd) and the PC DOS 2000 virtual hard disk image (PC DOS 2000.vhd). 
 
Installing and creating a new PC DOS 2000 Virtual PC: 
 
1. Copy the PC DOS 2000.vhd from the PC DOS folder on the CD-ROM or in the zip file to your hard drive 
(C: ) 
2. Start Virtual PC, and click "New PC." Click "Next." 
3. Follow the New PC Wizard. Enter a PC Name. 
4. Select "Guide me", and click "Next." 
5. Select "DOS" from the selection box and click "Next." 
6. If you would like to adjust the amount of memory allocated to the new DOS PC, select "Yes," 
otherwise, select "No." Click "Next." 
7. Select "Select an existing hard disk image" and click "Next." 
8. Click "Browse" and locate the "PC DOS 2000.vhd" file copied to your hard drive from step 1.  
9. Select "PC DOS 2000.vhd" and click "Open." 
10. Click "Next" and then "Finish." 
11. From the Virtual PC list, click the newly created virtual PC once to select it and then click "Start Up." 
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133. Printing Error Writing To LPT1  

Issue:  

Why when I try to print do I get an "Error writing to LPT1" error?  

Solution:  

In order to print using Virtual PC for Windows you need to make sure that the Parallel port for your host 
machine is set to Normal, not ECP. Also, verify that the memory address and IRQ match in the Host 
machine and the Virtual PC Settings. 
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134. Windows NT and NTFS Formatted Read-Only 
Drives  

Issue:  

The performance of my Windows NT guest machine is drastically reduced when I use an NTFS formatted 
read-only secondary drive.  

Solution:  

This is likely due to the fact that there was very limited if any testing done with NTFS read-only drives, 
since the use of one would be pointless on a hardware PC. The only work around at this time is to create 
the drive with read/write capabilities. 
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135. Slow Drag and Drop Performance from Host 
Desktop to Guest Desktop  

Issue:  

Files drag and dropped to the Virtual Machine desktop can take upwards of a minute to appear on slower 
(400Mhz) machines.  

Solution:  

This is standard functionality for now. The cause for the delay has to do with all the communication that 
is required to take place between the host and the guest when a drag and drop is taking place, and on a 
slower machine a slower performance should be expected. We are currently investigating the architecture 
of drag and drop to increase the performance of drag and drop in the future. 
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136. Virtual Machine Explorer Crashing When 
Accessing a Shared Folder  

Issue:  



I'm running Windows 98J as a guest hosted by Windows 2000J. My Virtual Machine's Explorer crashes 
when I try to access a shared folder.  

Solution:  

The folder that is being shared must not have a Japanese name. Accessing to a folder with a Japanese 
name can be achieved by putting the Japanese named folder in a folder with an English name, then 
sharing the English named folder. 
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137. Adjusting the Refresh Rate of a Virtual 
Machine  

Issue:  

How do I increase the low refresh rates Virtual PC uses in full screen mode. 

Solution:  

Using a program like "PowerStrip 3.0" will allow you to adjust the DirectX refresh rate. This program can 
be gotten from: 
http://www.fileplanet.com/index.asp?section=1311&file=55492 or for Nvidea based cards: 
http://www.fileplanet.com/index.asp?section=1311&file=55405 
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138. Installation Fails, Reporting An Error 2  

Issue:  

If a new path is selected when installing Virtual PC for Windows an Error 2 is given and the installation 
fails.  

Solution:  

You need to actually change the path name, not just the drive letter. 
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139. Keyboard Shortcuts not Working for "PC" and 
"Edit" Menus  

Issue:  

My keyboard shortcuts for the "PC" and "Edit" menus are not working.  

Solution:  

To enable keyboard navigation to the menus, you must press and hold down the host key, the ALT key, 
and the menu shortcut key, in that order. The problem arises when the host key is set to one of the ALT 
keys. Changing the host key to something other than ALT fixes the issue (tested using Left Windows and 
F12 as the host keys). This problem doesn't happen on all systems. 
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140. Linking a Virtual Machine to a Physical Drive  

Issue:  

When I link a virtual machine to a physical drive and set it as the boot drive, I am unable to boot the 
virtual machine from that drive after removing and recreating the link to that drive.  

Solution:  

This is normal functionality. The link file created when linking a virtual machine to it's booting OS on a 
physical drive is very important and cannot be altered in any way. The workaround is to backup the link 
file after the OS is installed or after any program is used that might alter the boot sector. 
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141. Floppy Disks Supported For the Super Drive  

Issue:  

What disks are supported for use with the Super Drive?  



Solution:  

Virtual PC only supports 1.44 MB and 720 MB floppies in the Super Drive. Any other sizes are not 
supported. 
 
Super Drive support was added in version 4.2 of Virtual PC. 
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142. Changing the Time Zone In My Guest OS Does 
Not Change The Time  

Issue:  

When I change the time zone of my guest OS it does not change the time of my guest OS accordingly.  

Solution:  

There is a feature included with the Virtual PC additions called Sync Time. This feature causes the guest 
OS to report the same time as the host OS it is running on regardless of what time zone the guest OS is 
set to. 
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143. Logging in to Novell Netware  

Issue:  

When I attempt to browse for the server or tree i get a 'not found' message. How can I log in?  

Solution:  

Essentially, Novell Netware requires multicast support which Virtual PC doesn't have in Shared IP. Virtual 
Switch is required for this functionality. 
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144. Using Norton Ghost to Create a Virtual PC 4 
for Windows Drive Image  

Issue:  

Is it possible to replicate a Norton Ghost Image to create a Virtual PC 4 for Windows Drive Image?  

Solution:  

Yes. It is possible to use Norton Ghost images to create Virtual 
PC 4 hard disk images with the following technique. 
 
REQUIREMENTS: 
* You must be running on a Win2000 host 
* You must have Administrator privileges 
 
 
STEP 1: 
Put your Norton Ghost image on a drive or partition that does not contain 
Virtual PC. 
 
STEP 2: 
Use the Virtual Disk Wizard to create a virtual hard disk image and select 
"Disk image linked to a host volume" or "Disk image linked to a host 
physical drive" as appropriate. Have this hard disk image point to the drive 
or partition that contains your source Ghost image from STEP 1. 
 
STEP 3: 
Again with the Virtual Disk Wizard, create an Expandable disk image. 
 
STEP 4: 
Create a PC with the PC List, attach the Expandable disk image created in 
STEP 3 as the C: drive and the drive created in STEP 2 as the D: drive. 
 
STEP 5: 
Boot the created virtual machine off the floppy disk that contains the 
ghostpe.exe and restore the Ghost image from the D: on to the C: drive. 
Everything should procede normally after this point. 
 
 
Users will probably want to unmount the D: drive after the virtual machine 
reboots the first time since it is no longer needed after the Ghost image is 
copied over. 
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145. Booting Windows 2000 or NT Virtual Machine 
from a Physical Drive  

Issue:  

When I attempt to boot a virtual machine from a physical drive with Windows 2000 or NT I receive the 
error, "An unrecoverable processor error has been encountered. The PC will reset now."  

Solution:  

We are aware of this issue and are attempting to fix it. 
 
Additional info: This is fixed in VPC 5.0 Win. Please update your version of VPC Win when available. 
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146. Installing Virtual PC on Windows XP  

Issue:  

How do I install Virtual PC for Windows on Windows XP?  

Solution:  

Instructions for how to install Connectix Virtual PC 4.0 / 4.1 for Windows on to a Windows XP host. 
 
**** ATTENTION **** 
These instructions are only required for versions of Connectix Virtual PC for Windows purchased before 
the 24th October.  Any copies of Connectix Virtual PC purchased after this date will be version 4.2 or 
higher - and will install correctly under Windows XP. 
**** ATTENTION **** 
 
Installation procedure: 
 
1) For the entire process of installation - you must be logged in with Administrative privileges. 
2) Execute the Connectix Virtual PC 4.0 / 4.1 installer as per normal. 
3) Agree to the License Agreement. 
4) Select the default install path. 
5) Select your language and Application folder. 
 
6) Due to the fact that Connectix Virtual PC 4.0 / 4.1 was released before the release of Windows XP - 
there may be a problem when the installer gets to the "Now installing the Virtual PC Network Services 
driver.  This process may take several minutes" screen. 
 
If after several minutes the installer fails to progress past this point you will need to press the Control, 
Alt, and Del keys simultaneously.  You should then select "Task Manager" - and locate the Virtual PC 
install process.  Select "End task" to stop the install process.  At this stage you will need to reboot your 
computer. 
 



If the installer gets past this stage successfully - you will need to reboot your computer after you have 
finished . 
   
7) Once you have rebooted - DO NOT RUN Virtual PC. 
8) At this stage you should install the Connectix Virtual PC 4.2 updater. 
9) Follow the updaters instructions. 
10) Once you have successfully updated to version 4.2 you will need to reboot your computer 
11) Once you have rebooted your computer - you can now run Connectix Virtual PC. 
12) At this stage you will need to enter your registration information and configure the first Virtual PC. 
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147. Installing Red Hat Linux 7.1 into Virtual PC for 
Windows  

Issue:  

How do I install Red Hat Linux version 7.x into Virtual PC for Windows?  

Solution:  

Installing RedHat 7.1 in Virtual PC 4 for Windows 
 
This procedure is designed for the causal user; many of the advanced features in Linux will not be 
addressed here. Please check the Red Hat web site or manuals for additional information on advanced 
topics. 
 
1. Start Virtual PC. Click StartPrograms-->Connectix Virtual PC-->Virtual PC. 
2. Click New PC. Click Next. 
3. Enter a name in the New PC Wizard. For this procedure, RedHat 7.1 was used. Click Next. 
4. Select Guide Me, and click Next. 
5. Select Linux from the OS box and click Next. 
6. The memory allocation doesn’t need to be adjusted at this point, select No, and click Next. 
7. Select Create a new hard disk image, and click Next. 
8. Browse to a location for the new disk image. Simply, click Next to leave the image in the default 
location. If changing to a new location, browse to the location and click Save. Click Next. 
9. Click Finish. 
10. From the Virtual PC list, select the newly created image, and click Settings. Select Virtual Switch, 
Local and External if Linux will be connecting to a network or acting as a server for other systems. Click 
OK. Click Start Up.  
11. Once started, the system message, "Invalid system disk. Replace disk, and then press any key" will 
appear. 
12. Insert the first Red Hat 7.1 cd-rom into the cd-rom drive and press enter. 
13. Press enter and the installation process will start. 
14. Select a language, in this procedure, English, and click Next. 
15. Select a keyboard, Generic 104-key PC is recommended for most installations. Select U.S. English and 
Enable dead keys. Click Next. Other languages/keyboard models and layouts may work, but have not 
been tested. 
16. Select a Generic 2 Button Mouse (PS/2) and click Next. 
17. Click Next. Select the install type, this procedure will use Custom System. 



18. Select Custom System, and click Next. 
19. Select Manually partition with Disk Druid and click Next. 
20. The partition will appear to be 100% used. Select the partition and click Delete, click Yes to confirm. 
21. Click Add, and select a Linux Swap partition type. Enter the size; for this procedure, 150MB was used. 
Click OK. 
22. Click Add, and select the / as the Mount Point. Enter a size in megabytes for the root partition, 
usually 2000 to 4000 MB will suffice for Linux installations. For this procedure, 2500MB was used. Select 
Use remaining space? to allow Linux to expand to the maximum hard drive space available. Click OK, 
then Next. 
23. Click Next, to allow Linux to format the root partition. 
24. For this procedure, the default LILO Configuration was used. To summarize Lilo configuration: Create 
boot disk is selected, Install LILO is selected, /dev/hda Master Boot Record (MBR) is selected, Use linear 
mode is selected, Default boot image is selected, and the boot label is name linux. Click Next. 
25. For this installation, the default Network Configuration was used. If no DHCP server exists on the 
network Linux will be connecting to, the proper TCP/IP information must be entered. Click Next. 
26. Verify the type of firewall configuration and security level to be used. An explanation of the levels of 
security is provided in the windows to the left of the installation screen. For this installation, the default, 
Medium and Use default firewall rules was used. Click Next. 
27. Select languages to be installed. Only English, the default, was selected for installation. Click Next. 
28. Select the correct time zone. America/Los Angeles – Pacific Time was used for this installation. Click 
Next. 
29. Enter a root password and confirm it.  
30. Create at least one additional user. Click Next when finished adding users. 
31. For this installation, the Authentication Configuration defaults were used. Please consult with the 
network administrator for any additional information regarding authentication information and servers. 
Click Next. 
32. Select additional Package Groups for installation. For this installation, Printer Support, X Window 
System, Gnome, KDE, Mail/WWW/News Tools, DOS/Windows Connectivity, Graphics manipulation, 
Games, Multimedia support, Networked Workstation, Dialup workstation, Emacs, and Utilities were 
selected. Click Next. 
33. Select S3 Trio64 (generic) for X Configuration. The default memory should be 4MB. Click Next. 
34. Select Unprobed Monitor with a horizontal sync of 31.5-48.5kHz and a vertical sync of 50-70Hz. Other 
values and monitors may work, however these are untested and make the screen output unreadable or 
cause damage to the monitor (use other values at your own risk.) Click Next. 
35. Select a screen resolution, High Color (16 bit), 1024x768, KDE desktop, and Graphical login type were 
used for this installation.  
36. Click Test Setting, to verify X config, if screen is not readable or undesirable, change resolution or 
colors and try again. Click Next. 
37. Click Next to begin the installation. 
38. When prompted for the second disk, insert the disk and make sure that Virtual PC captured it, the cd-
rom icon should not be grayed out, if the cd-rom was properly captured. To manually capture the disk, 
right-click on the cd-rom icon and click Capture Host Drive X:. Click OK to continue. 
39. Bootdisk creation: to skip select Skip boot disk creation. To create a book disk on a physical floppy 
disk, simply insert a blank floppy and click Next. To create a boot disk with a virtual floppy disk image, 
(.vfd): 
a. From the Virtual PC Menu, click File-->Virtual Disk Wizard, and click Next. 
b. Select Create new floppy or hard disk image and click Next. 
c. Select Create floppy disk image and click Next. 
d. Enter the location and name for the disk, RH71boot.vfd was used for this installation, select High 
density (1.44 MB), and click Next. 
e. Click Close to finish. 
f. Capture the floppy image by right-clicking the floppy icon and click Capture Image. 
g. Browse to the .vfd image file’s location, select it and click Open. 
h. Click Next to create the boot disk. 
40. When the installation is complete, click Exit. Remove any physical floppy disk or release the disk 
image. To release a floppy image, right-click on the floppy icon in the lower left corner and click Release 
RH71boot.  
 
Configuring the Sound Blaster card for Red Hat 7.1 under KDE 
1. Click the K icon in the lower left of the screen. 



2. Click Preferences-->Sound-->Sound Server. 
3. De-select Start aRts soundserver on KDE startup. Click OK. 
4. Click Yes to restart the sound server. 
5. Start a Terminal session; click the Monitor icon in the KDE panel. 
6. Type su in the terminal, press enter, enter the root password, and press enter again. If successful, the 
command prompt will change to root@computername. 
7. Type cd sbin and press enter. 
8. Type ./sndconfig and press enter. This will start the Sound Configuration Utility. 
9. Press enter to start. 
10. A Probe Results dialogue box will appear with the message, "No PnP or PCI sound cards were found 
in your system. Please select your card type from the following list." Press enter. 
11. Use the arrow keys to select Sound Blaster 16, press tab so OK is highlighted, and press enter. 
12. Use the arrow and tab keys to select the following settings: 
a. I/O Port = 0x220 
b. IRQ = 5 
c. DMA 1 = 1 
d. DMA 2 = 5 
e. MPU I/O = 0x330 
13. Press tab to highlight OK, and press enter. 
14. Press enter to test the sound card. Sound should be heard, the volume might need to be increased. 
15. If a sound was heard, press enter. If no sound was heard, press tab to select No, and press enter. 
Verify the sound card settings, verify speakers are working, and increase speaker volume.  
16. Next a MIDI sample will be tested, press enter. 
17. If the MIDI sample was heard, press enter. If no sound was heard, press tab to select No, and press 
enter.  
18. Press enter to create the new sound preferences file. 
19. Close the terminal session, click the X in the upper right corner. 
20. Click the K icon in the lower left of the screen, then click Preferences-->Sound-->Sound Server 
21. Select Start aRts soundserver on KDE startup. Click Test sound, click Yes. 
22. After the test sound has finished playing, click OK. 
23. Close the Sound Server window. 
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148. Does Virtual PC for Windows support Token 
Ring?  

Issue:  

Does Virtual PC for Windows support Token Ring  

Solution:  

Yes, and no.  
 
Virtual PC "emulates" an Ethernet card within the guest environment. Guest 
operating systems therefore "see" an Ethernet card, regardless of the 
underlying host networking hardware (whether it's Ethernet, wireless LAN, 
Token Ring, PPP, etc.). 
 
Virtual PC provides two mechanisms for integrating guest and host networking 



environments. 
 
The first mechanism is called "Shared Networking". It works at a TCP/IP 
level, and it's compatible with any TCP/IP-compatible host networking 
connection. If your intended use of Virtual PC involves client applications 
using TCP/IP protocols, "Shared Networking" can be used. In this case, Token 
Ring, PPP, etc. can be used on the host. 
 
The second mechanism Virtual PC provides for networking is called "Virtual 
Switch". It operates at the Ethernet level, providing a bridge between the 
emulated Ethernet card in the guest and the physical Ethernet NIC in the 
host. If your intended use of Virtual PC involves running servers in the 
guest or requires the use of networking protocols that are not based on 
TCP/IP (e.g. IPX, NetBUI, etc.), Virtual Switch provides the required level 
of compatibility. Unfortunately, the Virtual Switch feature requires a host 
Ethernet NIC and is not compatible with Token Ring adapters. 
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149. Network Service Error  

Issue:  

After installing VPC 4.2 (Win) update, I am getting the error message:  
"Virtual PC could not open its emulated Ethernet switch driver. Virtual switch networking will be disabled. 
To fìx this problem, reenable the Virtual PC Emulated Ethernet Switch service or reinstall Virtual PC." 

Solution:  

First, please make sure to login as administrator when installing on WindowsNT4.0, Windows 2000, or 
Windows XP. Loggining in without administrator privileges and running setup will cause the installation to 
fail.  
 
Second, please check the local security policy. It is under Programs\Administrative Tools\Local security 
Policy\Local Policies\Security Options. Check to verify that " unsigned driver installation behavior" is set to 
"silently succeed" or "warn but allow installation". 
 
To re-install the Virtual PC Network drivers:  
 
1) In Local Area Connection Properties, uninstall the Virtual PC Emulated Ethernet Switch. 
To uninstall driver, go to Local Area Connection Properties\Virtual PC Emulated Ethernet  
Switch, click Uninstall. 
 
2) Install the Virtual PC Switch again: 
-Click install from Local Area Connection Properties 
-Add Service 
-Click Have Disk 
-Browse to the Virtual PC folder (default is C:\program files\Connectix\Virtual PC 
-Go to the Utilities\VPCNetSv directory 
- There will be a VPCNetS2.inf file, right-click and check properties, the created date should  
be October 24th. If you see a different created date, this means you do not have the latest  



build for the Net Service driver (VPCNetS2.inf). 
- To check on the latest build for Net Services driver (VPCNetS2.inf): 
1/ Browse to the Virtual PC folder (default is c:\program files\Connectix\Virtual PC) 
2/ Go to the Utilities\VPCNetSv directory 
3/ Right click on Properties under VPCNetS2.sys (Make sure "Show hidden files and folders"  
is checked under Windows Explorer, click "Tools" tab cross the top menu, choose Folder  
Option\View\Show hidden files and folders) 
4/ Click on "Digital Signatures" tab cross the top menu 
5/ If you do not see " Connectix Corporation " as the name of the signer, this means that you  
do not have the latest VPCNetS2 driver installed. 
6/ Uninstall current version of Virtual PC, then reinstall and update to Virtual PC 4.2.  
-Reboot the system. 
 
If above steps do not seem to work successfully, then try the second method. 
 
1) Uninstall VPC. 
2) Check your Local Area Connection Properties to verify that the Virtual PC Emulated Ethernet Switch is 
gone, if not please manually uninstall it.  
To uninstall driver, go to Local Area Connection Properties\Virtual PC Emulated  
Ethernet Switch, click Uninstall. 
 
3) Reboot system. Verify that the Virtual PC folder is gone or at least empty all files except .vfd and/or 
.vhd images...if you want to save your images. 
4) Install VPC 4.x  
5) Update to 4.2 
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150. Using Drive Images Created by Virtual PC for 
the Mac  

Issue:  

Can I use drive images created by Virtual PC for Mac OS in a virtual machine in Virtual PC for Windows?  

Solution:  

Yes you can, however, drive images created by Virtual PC 3.x.x and prior are not compatible with Virtual 
PC for Windows. 
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151. Logging Into Active Directory  

Issue:  

When I attempt to log into an Active Directory domain, there is a very long wait, and my network 
resources aren't available when I finally do log on. What's going on?  

Solution:  

The long login times encountered when users have Shared IP enabled in use with a guest that supports 
Active Directory (Win2000 and later, though XP Home does not demonstrate this behavior) look to be the 
result of Shared IP conflicting with Kerberos 5 Authentication. Kerberos is therefore not allowing the 
guest to resolve the login scripts on the server.   
 
There are two workarounds for this. The easiest is to use Virtual Switch, and allow a DHCP server to 
serve up a network address, or assign a static IP address to the VM. If you decide to use Shared 
Networking, then you'll need to have your NT admin disable your login scripts.  
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152. installing Virtual PC 4.2 on Windows 2000 
Professional using IBM ThinkPad Notebook  

Issue:  

When trying to install Virtual PC 4.2 on Windows 2000 Professional using IBM ThinkPad T-23 Notebook, a 
text message occurs: " One or more files from the Virtual PC installation is missing. Please reinstall Virtual 
PC and try again."  

Solution:  

Certain models of IBM ThinkPad Notebooks, ship with an application called "Config Safe", which causes a 
conflict when installing Virtual PC 4.2 on Win2000. Please try the following steps as the workaround for 
this issue: 
 
1. Login as an administrator to host PC. 
2. Remove or uninstall "Config Safe" application 
3. Do a clean reinstall of Virtual PC 4.2.  
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153. Networking Under Windows 3.11 and DOS  

Issue:  

How to connect Windows 3.11 to a Microsoft Domain.  

Solution:  

1. DOS and Windows 3.11 TCP/IP network installation disks can be created from any Windows NT 4 
server using the "Network Client Administrator" under "Administrator Tools". 
2. Use the "Network Client Administrator" to "Make Installation Disk Set" 
3. Depending on the installation of Windows NT, the cd-rom may be required for additional files. 
4. From the "Make Installation Disk Set" select "Network Client v3.0 for MS-DOS and Windows" 
a. Two disks are required, for ease of installation, make two virtual floppy images using the Virtual Disk 
Wizard in Virtual PC, for convenience, name the disks "Network client disk1" and "Network client disk2" 
5. When prompted to insert the first disk, drag the newly created floppy "Network client disk1" and then 
click Ok to begin copying files. 
6. When prompted for the second disk, drag "Network client disk2" to the floppy icon and click Ok. 
7. Download NDIS drivers for the DEC 21041 NIC. Drivers are available here at the time of this writing: 
http://developer.intel.com/design/network/drivers/nd2_300.htm. They should also be able to be found by 
searching the Internet for nd2_300.zip. 
a. After downloading and extracting the files, use an application like Winimage to inject the files into a 
disk image. If using Winimage, make sure to save in the .vfd format. 
8. After DOS and Windows 3.11 have been installed, boot up the guest PC. 
9. Drag "Network client disk1" to the floppy icon, change to the A: drive and run setup.exe. 
10. Follow the prompts, the defaults can be used except where noted: 
a. When selecting a network card, select "*Network adapter not shown on list below" 
b. When prompted for the location of the OEM driver, drag the disk image created in step 7a to the 
floppy icon in the VPC guest window and press enter. 
c. The path may need to be adjusted to wfw31 or similar, check the directory structure if wfw31 doesn’t 
work. 
d. Select the "Intel 2104x/2114x 10/100mbps Ethernet Controller" 
e. Enter a username for the client 
11. Select "Change Network Configuration", the TCP/IP protocol needs to be added and IPX/SPX needs to 
be removed. 
12. Select "Add Protocol" and select "Microsoft TCP/IP" 
13. Select Remove, press TAB, and select "NWLink IPX Compatible Transport" 
14. Select "Microsoft TCP/IP" and TAB to select "Change Settings" and verify that the network settings 
are correct for the network the guest will connect to. Generally, only the subnet mask will need to be 
changed. 
15. When the settings are correct, select "Netwok configuration is correct" and press enter. 
16. When prompted for the next disk, the disk prompts may be incorrect, this sequence should work, if 
not, experiment with the 3 disks 
a. Network Disk 1 
b. DEC driver disk with path modifications to a:\, if necessary…same as step 10c 
c. Network Disk 2 
d. Network Disk 1 
17. This completes the DOS installation of the network drivers 
18. The config.sys and autoexec.bat files will need to be modified to increase the amount of RAM for the 
network files to load. Suggestions: 
a. Make sure himem.sys and emm386.exe are present in the config.sys 
b. Load all drivers possible into high memory 
c. In the autoexec.bat, change the order of loading, so the network drivers load first, then load 
mscdex.exe, fshare.exe, smartdrv.exe, etc. 
19. After the first boot, the drivers will fail to load. The system.ini file in the c:\net directory needs to be 
modified with the correct network card driver. 
a. Change workgroup and logondomain to the correct values for the guest’s network 
b. Change the netcard value under "[network drivers]" to the correct filename of the network card driver. 



If using the Intel drivers, it should be DC21X4.DOS, if this doesn’t work, do a DIR in the C:\NET directory 
for files with the .DOS extension, most likely there should only be four files, protman.dos, nemm.dos, and 
tcpdrv.dos are not network card drivers. 
c. Once DOS has successfully logged onto the network, start Windows. 
20. In Windows, go to Main, then "Windows Setup". 
a. In Windows Setup, select Options, then "Change System Settings" 
b. Click the arrow to the right of the Network and select "Microsoft LAN Manager (version 2.1 Enchanced) 
 
 
This procedure was created using Windows 3.11, but Windows 3.1 should also work.  
 
This should allow Windows 3.11 to connect to a network. To connect to the Internet, additional software, 
Winsocks, is required. 
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154. Installing Windows 3.x in Virtual PC  

Issue:  

How to install Windows 3.x  

Solution:  

1. Windows 3.x requires a DOS to be installed before Windows can be installed. 
2. The full version of Virtual PC 4.x, not Trial Versions, comes with PC DOS 2000 which can be used 
instead of installing DOS manually. 
a. Copy the "PC DOS 2000.vhd" from the installation media to a folder. There is a PC DOS directory 
located on the Virtual PC cd-rom and in the online zip file download, this is where the "PC DOS 2000.vhd" 
file is located. Also included in the directory is a PC DOS 2000 bootable floppy image, "PC DOS Boot 
Disk.vfd". After copying the file, rename it from the default drive, this will allow the file to be copied 
again without filename conflicts. 
3. Create a New Virtual PC guest using the "New PC Wizard", start Virtual PC and click the "New PC…" 
button. 
4. When prompted for "Boot Disk Options": 
a. "Select an existing hard disk image"—use this option if using the pre-installed PC DOS 2000 image 
copied from step 2a. 
b. "Create a new hard disk image"—use this image if manually installing DOS. 
5. When the PC Setup Wizard is finished, don’t start the new guest PC yet. After the wizard is complete, 
additional options can be set for networking selection, serial and parallel ports. 
6. Click the Settings button to view the settings of the new guest PC. The serial and parallel ports can be 
enable here, the networking type can be changed, and all other guest PC settings can be modified. Note: 
to network with DOS and Windows 3.11, additional setup is required for DOS and Windows. 
7. Start the new PC. 
a. If using the pre-installed PC DOS image, the system will boot up to a C:\ prompt 
b. If manually installing, a "Invalid system disk" or "No boot media" message will appear. Insert DOS Disk 
1 and capture the host drive by right-clicking the floppy icon in the lower left corner of the VPC window 
and select "Capture Host Drive A:" from the pop-up menu. Install DOS per the publisher’s instructions. 
8. Insert the Windows 3.x disk into the floppy drive and capture the disk image by right-clicking the 
folder in the lower left corner of the VPC window and select "Capture Host Drive A:" 
9. Change to the A: prompt and type "setup" 
10. Follow the installation guide and replace the disks when necessary. Since floppies are legacy devices 



and do not communicate when inserted or ejected, each time a new floppy is inserted it will need to be 
captured in the guest so the guest will recognize it as a different disk. 
11. By default, Windows 3.x does not include drivers for the S3 Trio 64 Video card and the only available 
drivers that will work is the default VGA driver. S3 Trio 64 drivers are available on the Internet. 
 
Additions are not available for Windows 3.x. However, the DOS "Share Folders" addition will work. It is 
automatically loaded with PC DOS 2000 and can be downloaded from the Connectix website. 
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155. Virtual PC is not compatible with Soft-ICE  

Issue:  

Running Soft-ICE and Virtual PC simultaneously will cause Host PC to hang or reboot. 
 
This occurs on all Soft-ICE compatible OSes.  

Solution:  

Disable Soft-ICE before starting Virtual PC. 
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156. When CTRL key is assigned as the host key, 
keyboard shortcuts do not work from main 
menu  

Issue:  

In Guest OS, if CTRL key is selected for the Host key, the "PC Edit CD Floppy Help" menu in the Virtual 
PC guest windows are not accessible via keyboard shortcuts.  

Solution:  

Solution: Use an alternate key assignment for the Host key or use mouse to reach menus. 
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157. Screen savers, games and visualizations in 
Microsoft Plus! for Windows XP do not run in 
Virtual PC  

Issue:  

Screen savers, games and visualizations in Microsoft Plus! for Windows XP do not run in Virtual PC  

Solution:  

A video adapter with 3-D graphics acceleration and 16 MB of memory minimum is required to run screen 
savers, games, and visualizations in Plus! for Windows XP. Currently, Virtual PC does not support 3D 
acceleration and has 4MB of Video RAM. 
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158. Long Login Times when connecting to a 
Windows Domain with Shared IP  

Issue:  

Very long domain login time or login hanging with guest OSes that support Active Directory when trying 
to log onto a Windows domain  

Solution:  

This issue only affects operating systems that support Active Directory (Windows 2000 and later, 
excluding XP Home Edition). Shared IP prevents the guest OS from resolving the login script(s) on the 
server . There are two possible work-arounds: 
1. Use Virtual Switch instead of Shared IP 
2. Disable login script, requires network admin rights. 
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159. Novell NetWare 6 cannot be installed to a 
FAT16 formatted drive  

Issue:  

Novell NetWare 6 cannot be installed to a FAT16 formatted drive  

Solution:  

NetWare 6 can no longer fit on a FAT16 partition. The minimum requirements to install NetWare 6 are: 
* DOS partition of at least 200MB and 200MB available space 
* 2GB of available disk space outside the DOS partition for volume SYS: 
 
The maximum size of a FAT16 DOS partition is 2000MB. 
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160. Unable to Extract Drive Image with Native 
Windows XP Extraction  

Issue:  

Unable to Extract Drive Image with Native Windows XP Extraction  

Solution:  

The built-in extraction utility included in Windows XP could cause the host OS to hang when the Windows 
XP OS Pack drive image is extracted. 
 
To extract the image, use a 3rd party extracting utility like WinZIP or WinRAR. 
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161. Guest Boots from floppy image although 
'Allow booting from floppy' is disabled.  

Issue:  



Guest Boots from floppy image although 'Allow booting from floppy' is disabled.  

Solution:  

This only occurs in Windows 95 guests. This is not a bug, but is a result of the way that Windows 95 
boots. 
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162. Virtual PC drive image is much larger in size 
than used space indicated by the Windows 
Guest OS  

Issue:  

Windows guest OS image file is much larger than the amount of used space indicated inside the Windows 
guest OS. 
When Windows installs, it copies a large number of temporary files during the installation that are deleted 
when the installation is finished. These copied temporary files cause the guest OS image to be expanded. 
Virtual PC includes a utility to compact the drive image, the Virtual Disk Wizard  

Solution:  

Reducing Windows Guest's Disk Image Size 
 
Before the Virtual Disk Wizard can compact a drive image, the unused space in the image must be zeroed 
out. This procedure uses the utility Eraser, other zeroing utilities can also be used. 
 
This procedure is for Windows 9x, NT 4, ME, 2000, and XP guest operating systems.  
 
1. Download Eraser, (http://www.tolvanen.com/eraser/) and install it in the guest OS. Alternative disk 
'zeroing' software can also be used. 
2. Defragment the guest OS hard drive.  
3. Backup any critical data in the guest OS. 
4. Run Eraser in the guest OS. 
5. Click Edit, then Preferences, then Erasing 
6. Select Unused Disk Space 
7. Select New 
8. Enter the description Blank 
9. Click Add 
10. Create a 3-byte pattern of zeros 
11. Click Save 
12. Select Blank under Unused disk space 
13. Click OK. 
14. Click File, then New Task 
15. Select Unused space on drive 
16. Select Local Hard Drives 
17. Click OK 
18. Select Task, then Run on the previously created task 



19. Wait for completion 
20. Close the report 
21. Exit Eraser and shutdown the guest PC. 
22. Use Virtual Disk Wizard on the Host PC to reclaim lost space. Click File, then Virtual Disk Wizard. 
23. Click Next to start the wizard. 
24. Select Examine or modify existing disk and click Next. 
25. Click Browse to locate the disk image, double-click the image file and click Next to continue. 
26. Select Compact the Disk image and click Next. 
27. Virtual PC allows the use of a secondary file to compact the disk. Connectix recommends that the 
image file be compacted to a new file and then verified to prevent data loss or corruption of the original 
image file. Select New File, browse or enter a new location, click Next to continue. 
28. Click Finish to start the process. 
29. When finished, click Close. 
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163. "An Unrecoverable Processor Error Has Been 
Encountered" Error  

Issue:  

While installing Windows NT on a new hard disk image I receive the error, "An unrecoverable processor 
error has been encountered".  

Solution:  

This occurs when the drive is converted to an NTFS format during the installation of Windows NT. To 
avoid this error either start with a FAT 32 drive, or delete the FAT 16 partition and create a new one. 
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164. Network Settings  

Issue:  

Can you explain the Network Settings in the "PC Settings" Dialog?  

Solution:  

Below is a short description of the networking Settings in the "PC Settings" Dialog. (For more information 
consult Virtual PC's extensive online help or the manual.) 
 



The Network setting in the "PC Settings" dialog allows you to control networking options for a virtual 
machine. 
 
The options are: 
None: the virtual machine is completely isolated. 
 
Shared networking (NAT) host PC, including Ethernet, PPP, and SLIP. (This option works well for simple 
network activities such as browsing the Web, sharing printers and files, and so on.) 
 
Virtual switch running guest server software with predefined port numbers. 
(This option is only available when the host PC is running Windows 2000 and when you have logged in to 
the host PC as an administrator or as a user with administrative privileges.) 
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165. Copying Stall with 140 Kb Remaining  

Issue:  

When copying files 50 Mb or larger in size the copy stalls with about 140 Kb remaining in the job.  

Solution:  

This is a known issue that Connectix is investigating. 
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